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To Juanne with love, the true author of this book  



After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count, from 
every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and before the Lamb.  

– Revelation 7:9 

 

…the worldlings are so monotonously alike compared with the almost fantastic variety of 
the saints.  

 – C.S. Lewis 

 

How do we represent our religion? Just as a system, or as a glowing fire? 

 – Fr. Alfred Delp SJ 
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A Note on Terminology 
The word ‘martyr’ means ‘witness’. Originally it was applied to a Christian who died for the 

faith, or who suffered grievously at the hands of persecutors. Some denominations prefer the 

term ‘confessor’ for those who suffer persecution short of death, but certainly today’s confessor 

may become tomorrow’s martyr. 

Therefore this book takes a more expansive view: 

• Included in a broader definition of martyr are people who witness to the suffering of their 

friends and family.  

• The definition of persecution has also been broadened to include acts of invidious 

discrimination.  

• Another goal of this book is to identify people who are at some risk of martyrdom and so 

give the reader cause to pray for them before that cup comes to them.  

• On occasion knowledgeable Christian reporters of events are included, both professional 

reporters and church leaders.  

Many if not most are victims of persecution, but not all martyrs are. Today we also talk about 

‘martyrs of charity’ or ‘white martyrs’ who, for example, sicken or even die while helping the 

victims of epidemics, or mothers who risk their lives to save their unborn children.  

This book also adopts the broadest possible definition of ‘Christian’. Generally, if someone 

professes their salvation through Jesus Christ then that person will be counted here, regardless of 

the exact theological dogmas of their faith. The reasons for this policy are humility and 

practicality – the practical being that the persecutors of those people today might just become 

your persecutors tomorrow. Persecutors generally don’t care about denominational labels, except 

when they are practicing ‘divide and conquer’ tactics. Of course, there are ‘syncretic Christians’ 

who believe in a syncretic blend of Christian and non-Christian beliefs. This is not an easy 

subject, and so this book will deal with syncretism on a case by case basis. 
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The Great Conversation 

Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not appeared as yet what we will be. We 
know that when He appears, we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is.  
– 1 John 3:2 

There is a common stereotype of life in the hereafter 

which describes it as, to be blunt, a great bore.  ‘Sitting 

among the clouds strumming harps’ is the common 

dismissal that is used.  This characterization is the result 

of a great lack of imagination.  Just as most of us have 

trouble imagining the negative consequences of our 

actions, we also have trouble imagining the 

positive: God, the resurrection, and the great 

conversation within the community and communion of 

saints. 

Imagining God, of course, is the hardest of the 

three.  We do know from multiple testimonies that being 

in God’s presence grants a sense of joy, peace, and wellbeing that cannot be approached, let 

alone matched or exceeded, by any human substitute. 

Imagining the resurrection is a bit easier, thanks to the accounts of the Resurrection of Jesus 

Christ and its aftermath in the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, and the early theology to be 

found in the Epistles.  Modern Christian writers such as C.S. Lewis, Jeffery Burton Russell, Peter 

Kreeft, and Randy Alcorn have written extensively on the general resurrection of the saints. 

Imagining people in heaven may be the easiest of all, and it is to this image this meditation is 

directed.  It is our contention that among the people described in this book are some of the most 

interesting and admirable people who have ever lived.  These are people who all of us would 

want to count as friends, who could be admired even with their flaws, and who could be adopted 

as inspiring faithful models.  Now, imagine a place full of such people, almost beyond count 

from every century and continent, each willing to spend a lifetime – literally their lifetime – to 

tell you, their friend, how they were faithful to God and ended up with Him and you.  Each 

 

Paradise by Dante Alighieri, 
illustration by Gustave Dore 
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one!  Of course they would have moments (or years) of boredom or even despair, just as you and 

we once did, but in the end their lives triumph.  With God’s help you see what they saw, feel 

what they felt, hear their words and thoughts and prayers in their own tongues with full 

understanding.  Each skill they learned, every game they played, every hug given or received, 

every Godly act is preserved to be shared with you. Would that be boring? 

To ask the question is to answer it.  No entertainment industry could ever hope to match it.  The 

account of each person’s salvation would take years, and if you are mathematically inclined you 

can take your idea of the number of saints in heaven and multiply the years of witness and 

love.  Only an Eternity could hold it all.  And in the end, should you tire of the reruns (for 

awhile), you could always turn to God Himself.  Always. 
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Down the Memory Hole 
The memory of the just serves as blessing, but the name of the wicked will rot.  
   - Proverbs 10:7 
 

On December 9, 1924 (some accounts say 

1923) unidentified armed men invaded the 

Donskoy Monastery in Moscow where 

Patriarch Tikhon lived.  They went through 

the buildings in an apparent attempt to find 

and kill the patriarch of the Russian 

Orthodox Church.  Somehow Tikhon 

escaped their attention, but they found and 

killed his attendant, Jacob Polozov. The 

police later blamed the attack on White (i.e. 

anti-Communist) agents, and closed the 

investigation within months without taking 

any action. 

Patriach Tikhon was in some ways the greatest threat that the Russian Communists faced after 

they seized power.  He was born Vasily Ivanovich Bellavin in 1865.  Prior to his election as 

patriarch he had served as the archbishop of the Russian Orthodox Church in North America, and 

had become a U.S. citizen.  Under his leadership the church grew from a regional church in 

Alaska to a church with national reach in San Francisco, Chicago, and New York.  He met Jacob 

Polozov at one church in America, and hired him to be his attendant.  

When Tikhon returned to Russia in 1907 Polozov travelled with him. Ten years later the Russian 

Revolution was underway and the church discussed amongst itself whether to reinstate the 

patriarchate which had been abolished by Tsar Peter the Great.  Many bishops and theologians 

argued against the re-establishment, preferring instead the more collegial leadership of their 

recent past, but the peasant members of the sobor [council] pushed for reinstatement in the belief 

that it was needed to provide some social certainty now that the Tsar was gone.  The later view 

was accepted, the patriarchate was reinstated, and on November 18, 1917 – five days after the 

 

Patriarch Tikhon at right wearing the white mitre, 
Jacob Polozov to the left in tie and open raincoat - 
courtesy kuz3.pstbi.ru 
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Communists shot the first martyr of the revolution, Fr. John Kochurov - Metropolitan Tihkon 

was elected patriarch.  Upon receiving the news he wrote: 

Your news of my election to the patriarchate is for me that scroll on which was written, 

lamentations, and mourning, and woe, which the prophet Ezekiel had to eat [Ezek. 2:10-

3:1]. How many tears must in I swallow and how much must I groan in my impending 

patriarchal ministry, and especially in these present difficult times!...From now on, the 

care of all the churches of Russia is laid upon me, and dying for them all my days awaits 

me. And who even among those stronger than I can have the strength for it? But may 

God’s will be done! 

Tikhon did try to keep the church out of politics and the civil war; near the end of his life he 

publicly stated that he was not a threat to Soviet power.  Nevertheless, he fought the Communists 

on every issue, beginning with his famous 1918 Epistle to the Soviet of People’s Commissars. 

They attempted to kill him in 1919, and then put him under house arrest in April 1922. An 

international outrage followed, in large part thanks to his many friends in Canada and the United 

States, and he was released in June 1923.  Perhaps his most effective remark against the 

Communists came after he heard Lenin’s Tomb had been accidentally flooded with sewage: the 

Patriarch said “The balm accords with the relics”, a comment that was widely repeated. 

All this time Jacob Polozov attended at Tikhon’s side, or as often as the government allowed.   In 

the photograph above it is apparent that Polozov’s ‘attendance’ might have included the role of 

bodyguard.  He spent most of 1921 and then 1922 in prison.  The first time was the most tragic: 

his wife Natalia gave birth to a daughter while he was incarcerated, only to see the baby die eight 

days later due to their strained circumstances.  The second time he was released due to a serious 

illness.  When he was killed most Russian Christians hailed him as a martyr who had saved their 

Patriarch from death, but some felt that Polozov was the real target, and that his murder was 

meant to shock and weaken the frail Patriarch who so loved the Polozov family.  They may have 

been correct, as Tihkon died of natural causes – as far as it is known – only four months later at 

age 60. 
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The title of this meditation concerns the memory hole, the mental device used to forget 

inconvenient truths.  The reason for this title is simple: this account of this assassination is 

believed to be the first in decades to appear in English in print.  Even in Russia, few internet 

accounts have been written about it, basic facts such as the year of the assassination do not agree, 

and most accounts have disappeared from the web and exist only in cached formats.  You have 

read this story only because a Today’s Martyrs researcher accidentally found one piece of it 

online and followed the evidence as far as possible using modern language translation software. 

Consider: suppose you just found out that in 1924 fascists attempted to kill the Pope in the 

Vatican, but only killed the commander of the Swiss Guards, or that anarchists attempted to kill 

the Archbishop of Canterbury in Lambeth Palace, but only killed his butler.  You look but there 

is no mention of the incident anywhere online in your language.  You would be not wrong to 

believe that at some level you had been deceived by omission. 

In this case the deception was begun by Communists, but at some point that ended and it became 

a deception of inertia, a forgetting by decades of inattention.  Other examples exist.  Who recalls 

the fascist attack on Pope Pius XII in August 1941 when a gang of Mussolini’s Blackshirts in 

Rome surrounded his automobile and rocked it while shouting “Death to the Pope!”? Who 

remembers the day in May 1942 when Pius XII was first told of the trains running into and out of 

Auschwitz and of the smoking chimneys and he raised his hands to heaven and “wept like a 

child”?  Or, perhaps closer to these 1924 events, who remembers the day in March 1918 when 

Patriarch Shimun XXI Benyamin, the 30 year old leader of the Assyrian Church of the East, was 

murdered along with his bodyguards and Russian advisors as he tried to negotiate protection for 

his people during the Assyrian genocide? 

Our memory is a great blessing, our forgetfulness a great peril.  Read this book and remember. 
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Timeline  
But mark this: There will be terrible times in the last days.  – 2 Timothy 3:1 

 

 
 The Christian Martyrs’ Last Prayer   –   Jean-Leon Gerome (ca. 1863-1873) 

36 
Judea: Persecution by Saul [aka Paul] 

41 
Judea: Persecution by Herod Agrippa I 

62 
Judea: Persecution by Annas II 

66 – 68 
Rome: Persecution by Nero 
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ca. 95 
Rome: Persecution under Domitian 

ca. 107 
Roman Empire: Persecution under Trajan 

132 – 136 
Roman Empire: Persecution by Jews for refusing to join with them in the Second Jewish Revolt 
against Rome 

165 – 177 
Roman Empire: Persecution under Marcus Aurelius 

202 – 211 
Roman Empire: Persecution under Septimius Severus 

235 
Roman Empire: Persecution under Maximinus I 

250 
Roman Empire: Persecution by Decius 

257 – 260 
Roman Empire: Persecution by Valerian 

303 – 311 
Roman Empire: Persecution by Maximian, Diocletian and Galerius, up to 100,000 killed 
including up to 20,000 in Nicomedia, Asia Minor 

341 
Persian Empire: 1,150 Christians executed 

361 – 363 
Roman Empire: Persecution by Julian the Apostate 

375 
Crimea: Goths kill 308 Christians 

516 
Yemen: The Jewish warlord Dhu Nuwas claimed to have killed 22,000 Christians 

622 – 750 
Middle East, North Africa, Spain: Islamic conquest 
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ca. 780 
Syria: Caliph al-Mahdi ordered the death of nearly 12,000 Christians in Aleppo who refused to 
convert to Islam 

838 
Asia Minor: Sack of Amorium by the Caliph al-Mu’tasim, 30,000-70,000 Christians killed; the 
42 Martyrs of Amorium were captured and would be executed in 845 for refusing to convert 

878 
Sicily: Muslims capture Syracuse, more than 17,000 Christians enslaved 

960 
Ethiopia: Queen Gudit persecuted the Church 

981 
Spain: Zamora sacked, 4,000 Christians killed 

1048  
Armenia: Ardzen seized by the Seljuk Turks, 150,000 killed 

1064  
Armenia: Ani destroyed by the Seljuk Turks, thousands killed and at least 50,000 enslaved 

1086 
Spain: 2,000 Christian and Jewish soldiers were killed by Almoravid Muslims at the Battle of 
Sagrajas 

1281 
China: Leaders of the Church of the East arrested 

1338 – 1368 
China: Final suppression of the Church of the East 

1370 – 1405 
Asia and the Middle East: Destruction of the Church of the East in Central Asia by Timur, aka 
Tamerlane. Up to 17 million people of all faiths died. This was likely the largest persecution of 
Christians by non-Christians prior to the 20th century – the exact number of affected Christians 
is unknown due to the extent of the destruction, but given Timur’s hatred of Christianity it was 
surely a high percentage of the total causalities 

1453 
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Byzantine Empire: Fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks.  Thousands of Christians were 
killed and 30,000 deported or sold into slavery 

1470 
Greece: Fall of Negroponte to the Ottomans, 6,000 Christians killed or enslaved 

1570 – 1573 
Cyprus: Invasion by the Ottomans, at least 56,000 Christians killed or enslaved 
Lepanto, Ionian Sea: The Ottoman navy was defeated and 12,000 Christian galley slaves were 
freed, at the cost of 7,500 Christian dead 

1587 – 1639 
Japan: Christianity was outlawed and 37,000 Christians and sympathizers were killed in the 
Shimabara Rebellion 

1683 
Austria: Siege and Battle of Vienna claimed over 16,000 Christians but the Ottoman forces were 
defeated 

1690 
Serbia: Ottoman atrocities caused 37,000 Christian families to flee to Austria 

1700 – 1900 
Vietnam: More than 20,300 Christians were killed 

1780 – 1784 
India: Tipu Sultan killed nearly 26,000 Christians and forced 30,000 to convert to Islam 
including some British officers 

1789 – 1799 
France: Revolution and the Vendean Revolt claimed 177,000 – 450,000 Christian lives 

1791 – 1873 
Korea: Over 10,000 Christians were killed in four major persecutions 

1821 – 1832 
Greece: Up to 130,000 Christians died in the war for independence from the Ottomans 

1831 – 1861 
Madagascar: Thousands of actual and suspected Christians died in ritual poisoning ordeals 

1843 – 1909 
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Ottoman Empire: Over 380,000 Armenian, Assyrian, and Bulgarian Christians were killed in 
several waves of persecution 

1869 – 1873 
Japan: 3,600 Kakure Kirishitan [‘Hidden Christians’] from Nagasaki were sent into internal 
exile, 650 died 

1900 
China: Almost 33,000 Christians were killed in the Boxer Rebellion 

1912 – present  
Across the entire globe: At least 35 million Christians were killed and many more suffered 
in the greatest cumulative persecution in history 

Note: This timeline does not include the numerous cases of persecution of Christians by 
Christians, each of which was a denial of the prayer of Jesus that his followers be one [cf 
John 17:11], and many of which were exploited by non-Christians who desired to injure 
and wound His Church.  It is a fact that much Christian suffering has ultimately been due 
to a lack of Christian unity in the face of persecution. 
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Athraa 

In September 2016 Open Doors UK published a remarkable interview with a young Iraqi woman 

named Athraa, who was driven from her home by the Islamic State (aka ISIL or IS).  Her parents 

and six younger siblings had occupied their new home in Qaraqosh for one month when ISIL 

attacked and forced them to flee.  They became refugees in their own land, joining hundreds of 

thousands in Kurdistan just miles from the front lines: 

The first months were a disaster. We lived in many different places. We lived in a 

wedding hall and a church garden. We ended up in a tent in a sports center. It was a really 

difficult. In the night I couldn't sleep because I heard the mice running around in my tent. 

There was not enough water and the food was not that good. 

Athraa spoke about her family finally gaining a house which they share with another family, a 

situation she still calls “terrible” – but then smaller families were required to share a house with 

three or more families.   Then she moved on to what else happened to her.  She spoke 

“cautiously”, perhaps because she could not believe it herself: 

 

Courtesy Open Doors UK 
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I am glad that this happened because it changed my life. After the displacement I was 

bored, there was nothing to do, so I went to church more often. Soon I got involved with 

a Bible study group that gathers twice a week…I discovered that every line in the Bible 

tells us something. But what I like best is when we as a small group celebrate Holy 

Communion with the priest in the way the people in the time of Jesus did. We have a 

piece of bread and share that with each other. It is something wonderful. It gives me 

patience to continue my life, to see things from a bigger perspective... 

We don't have to spend our time asking ourselves why this happened to us. God doesn't 

want to hurt us. He is speaking with us and we need to hear Him and trust Him. I learned 

that it's good to spend these days in prayer. IS took our land and our money, but we still 

have our lives and we have to live them like God wants us to. When you learn these 

things, you have to share them. I can help God to reach the people with his message. So I 

want to assist the people in my community to rediscover the richness of faith and I want 

to be there for them when they struggle... 

Athraa became a church volunteer who helped seat the elderly during the packed Liturgies, 

which have usually been standing room only.  When not assisting others she stood in the aisles 

and sang.  Of herself she said: 

I did go to church before my displacement, but I wasn't involved as much as I am now. I 

spent my time differently. I was an impatient person and always wanted to have things 

my way…I found a peace in my heart, peace in my life. God has made me a more patient 

and forgiving person. I know that God is with me and that's the most important thing. 

It is hard to say how people should respond at times such as described here.  Certainly not 

everyone finds their faith strengthened as refugees: many suffer greatly, especially the very 

young and old, men who had provided for their families and the young who wish to marry and 

begin their families.  But it is equally certain from this story that there are many Athraas, in fact 

Athraa benefited from being in their presence at Bible study and at Liturgy. Only in extremis is 

faith something we have alone with God; in most situations we share it and live it with many 

others. And sharing cannot happen unless we listen and speak, as Athraa has done so well. 
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Frederick Gitonga 
 

Frederick Gitonga was the 21 year old chairman of the 

Christian Union at the Garissa State University in 

Garissa, Kenya.  He had stayed up late on the night of 

Holy Wednesday deep in prayer with a friend to help 

him forgive a transgression against him.  He was then 

supposed to attend a 5 AM ecumenical prayer service at 

the university chapel, but the late evening prayer session 

made him decide to sleep in. 

That morning prayer meeting would be the first target of the April 2, 2015 - Holy Thursday - al-

Shabab terror attack. 

A fellow student, Duncan Obwamu, later described the beginning of the attack.  He was one of 

about two dozen students in the chapel.  The young woman leading the prayers was shot dead, 

then bullets were sprayed into the group.  Duncan fell wounded in the arm and shoulder, and 

pretended to be dead but not before observing the shooter.  "He didn't say anything, but you 

could see from the look on his face he was very happy. I heard him laugh as he communicated 

with the others outside. He was very happy about what he'd done".  Twenty two students died, 

including the young man who had joined Frederick in prayer only hours before; they were 

Anglicans, Catholics, Evangelicals, and Pentecostals.  Reportedly only Duncan and a woman 

survived.   

The terrorists then moved on to the dormitories, where they separated the Muslim students from 

the others.  One was heard to say to students "We are not bad guys, we are just here to make your 

Easter Holiday better", and as they used up their ammunition they were seen to retrieve more 

from dorm rooms.  Here is Frederick’s description of what happened: 

My roommates ran out, leaving the door wide open. I felt a strong urge not to run, 

but to stay put. As I hid under the bed, I could hear the gunshots and screams of 

fellow students. I could [hear] them lying to women that they should come out 

Courtesy Open Doors International 
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since their religion does not allow them to kill women. When they did, they were 

all killed. I know of no single Muslim [student] who lost their life…After some 

time things went quiet, but I did not move. 

People off campus reported that they knew immediately about the attack.  Catholic Bishop 

Joseph Alessandro, who lived about a mile from the campus, later said “We woke up with the 

noise of helicopters flying low over the town and ambulance and police sirens blaring”.   Yet the 

authorities did not begin an immediate and determined assault to regain the campus.  Back in his 

room Frederick heard two of the attackers enter:  

They sat on the beds, changed their rifle magazines and then shot at the walls to 

test them before going out to resume the killings. I stayed there for long – I do not 

know how long – but was eventually rescued by a Kenya Defence Force officer. 

The police and Defence Forces came under much criticism later.  Despite their nearby barracks it 

took them 12 hours to wrest control of the campus from the four terrorists, and in that interval 

148 students were killed and 104 wounded, some crippled for life.  All of Frederick’s roommates 

died; he later spoke on the outcome: 

Please pray for us...Many saw sights too horrible to describe…I praise God that 

some survived, many in truly miraculous ways. However, we are deeply 

traumatized, broken and in need of much prayer. At the same time we are trying 

to help fellow students who seek comfort and support from us… Pray for me too. 

I need peace of mind, strength and wisdom. I am struggling with dreams that 

cause me to snap awake, then cannot get back to sleep. I find myself remembering 

the horror of that day. The sounds and smells come back clearly...I have not been 

to my home area since the incident because I felt I could not rest until my friends 

are laid to rest. This weekend I and two other Fellowship of Christian University 

Students’ officials will travel to Bungoma, Western Kenya, to lay our friends 

Edward, Evans, Emily and Tobias to rest. Then I will attend Sammy and 

Philomena’s burials in Kitui, before I finally go home to rest. It is much, but these 

were not just fellow students and fellow CU officials, they were also my close 

friends and prayer partners. I have to say goodbye. 
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Those last sentences are a litany of remembrance that beautifully recall Jesus’s comments on 

leaving one’s family for the sake of the kingdom.  It would seem that Frederick will make a fine 

and compassionate Christian minister regardless of what worldly path he takes in life. 

Frederick Gitonga later spoke at an April 9, 2015 memorial service at the Christ is the Answer 

Church in Nairobi and there asked the question that needs to be asked of us all: 

It’s so painful to see people you know butchered like cows. They died for 

confessing Christ, but I put it to you… Who will stand up and say enough is 

enough? 
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Akash Bashir and Obaid Sardar Khokhar 
 

Is it possible for us Christians in the West to fully 

understand what it is like for our brethren in the rest of 

the world?  What would we think of our faith if we went 

to church to worship God knowing there was a good 

chance we might not return home?  What if we walked 

into church past Boy Scouts manning barricades intended 

to stop the car bombers, as has happened in Nigeria, 

knowing that our sons and brothers might be killed or 

maimed while doing so?  Such things happen every 

Sunday in many places around the globe. 

The Islamist group Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, an affiliate of the 

Pakistani Taliban, attacked two churches in Youhanabad, 

the poverty-ridden Lahore neighborhood which is the 

largest Christian ghetto in Pakistan, during Sunday services on March 15, 2015.  Their tactics 

were simple: one team would attack Christ Church, while another would attack St. John’s 

Church a few hundred feet away.  Each team consisted of a man with an explosive vest who 

would gain entry to the church and self-detonate amongst the worshippers, while a supporting 

gunman with an automatic weapon eliminated any opposition.  They knew that each church had 

a volunteer security team composed of parishioners.  What they did not know was the depth of 

commitment these parishioners held for their churches. 

The first terrorist team approached Christ Church during Communion.  A 32 year old parishioner 

named Obaid Sardar Khokhar realized what was happening; he grabbed the suicide bomber and 

began to drag him away from the church.  The accomplice shot him down.  His 3 year old 

daughter Angelina saw him fall and began to run to his side.  His pregnant wife Ambreen 

managed to restrain and save her daughter before she too was shot dead.  Other parishioners 
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wrestled with the bomber until he set off his vest.  He had failed in his attempt to cause mass 

casualties within the church. 

Within moments the second attack began at St. John’s Church.  This bomber tried to pass 

through the gate into the churchyard and failed, so he began to scale the wall.  Akash Bashir, a 

19 year old volunteer security guard, grabbed him and tried to pull him down.  The bomber 

showed Akash his vest, thinking that fear of death would cause him to let go, but he too failed.  

Akash refused to let go, pulled him down from the wall, and the attacker, realizing he would not 

gain entry to the church, then detonated his vest.   

A total of 22 Christians and 6 Muslims were killed, including 2 Muslim policemen, and more 

than 80 were wounded.  Had the killers gained entry to the churches the death toll could have 

reached into the hundreds.  There were nearly 2,500 worshipers in the two buildings during the 

attacks. 

Most accounts describe Akash Bashir as a 16 year old.  Look at his church security photo id.  He 

appears more like the 19 years of one account; perhaps he first volunteered for security work 

when he was 16.  Look at his face.  His father, Bashir Emmanuel, had said that he and his mother 

had opposed Akash’s work with the church.  Everyone, after all, knew of the October 6, 2013 

arrest at the church of three men of Afghan or Pathan background with false ids, and everyone 

assumed they were on a terrorist reconnaissance mission.  Akash had told his parents that he 

knew he was called to protect his church and that he was not afraid to die.  Look at his eyes.  

They are of a confident young man who knows exactly who he is and what he is doing.  He has 

no adolescent angst, no self-doubt.  He knows he is a Christian and he is determined to serve the 

people he loves. 

We can imagine that any photo of Obaid Sardar Khokhar would likely look similar, though 

perhaps tempered with the cares of marriage and fatherhood.  Christians in Pakistan now say 

they will never forget these martyrs.   
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Unfortunately the story does not end there. Immediately following the attacks Christians rioted 

and burned alive two Muslims whom they suspected of being involved in the attacks.  Other 

Muslims were terrorized and injured.  Most Muslims now consider this unprecedented atrocity to 

be a greater crime than the murder of the 28 who died at the two churches.  Police 

indiscriminately arrested more than 200 Christians for the murders.  Church leaders apologized 

for the riots and pledged cooperation with the authorities, but also bitterly complained about the 

numerous murderers of Christians who remained unprosecuted.  Five days after these attacks a 

young Christian, Sunny Masih, was burned alive in a brick kiln in Sheikhupura.  Then on April 

10, 2015, 14 year old Nouman Masih was set afire in Lahore after he admitted to his attackers 

that he was a Christian; he died on April 14. 

Violence cannot help the Christians of Pakistan: they are so outnumbered, and so the temptation 

to violence is totally irrational for them; such acts will only provoke more attacks against them. 

Consequently there is a sense among Christian leaders that events are unravelling.  A Pakistani 

leader in Britain said after these attacks and riots that "This might well be the beginning of the 

end for Christianity in Pakistan".  Well, probably not, but such comments and the lurid 

descriptions of the riots depict a population that is near the psychological breaking point after 

years – decades – of atrocities.  One out of every two hundred Christians has already fled the 

country to Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and Thailand, where they have been arrested by the hundreds 

and deported back ‘home’ at the request of a Pakistani government that claims it is defamed by 

their asylum requests.  Others have tried to flee only to find that the government has been placing 

the names of large numbers of Christians on the no-fly list, to protect the nation from the 

embarrassment of tens of thousands of its citizens seeking refuge from persecution. 

If we Christians in the West only understood what is happening to our brethren, we would pray 

unceasingly for them.  If we only understood our brethren, we would be inspired to be more like 

them.  Amen…amen. 
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Pastor Dennis Balcombe 
 

It is no surprise to observers of contemporary China that 

Christianity is undergoing very rapid growth.  It is highly 

likely that one out of ten Chinese citizens is a Christian, and 

a certainty that more Christians attend Sunday worship in 

China than in all of Europe combined.  The Communist 

government has been dismayed by this growth and has 

applied some pressure to limit it, although much of the 

persecution as of 2013 has been due to corrupt local officials 

rather than the central government.  While it is easy to cast 

this as a Christian versus atheist conflict, there is another 

side: China has also seen a parallel rise in syncretic cults 

that possess a Christian veneer.  The religious-political confrontation involving Christianity in 

China has three sides, not two. 

The most infamous of these cults is the Church of the Almighty God, also known as Eastern 

Lightning.  This organization fits the most classic definition of a cult: members are not allowed 

to leave, and some who have left have been murdered or seen their family members murdered.  

Their syncretism has included belief in the Mayan calendar’s apocalyptic end.  The nadir of their 

history occurred on May 28, 2014 when several Eastern Lightning members stabbed a woman to 

death in a McDonald’s restaurant in Zhaoyuan, Shandong province after she refused their 

solicitations.  This attack made headlines around the world and triggered a government 

crackdown. 

What is little known outside China is that Eastern Lightning has been targeting orthodox 

Christian churches.  An underground Catholic priest known as Fr. John was the object of an 

entrapment attempt by a female member in Fujian province; he described the event on April 10, 

2013: "[She was] pretending to want to join catechism classes in which she could draw people to 

her sect...She used different methods try to get close to me. One day she suddenly pulled up her 

shirt in front of me, showing her breasts. I ran out of the house and shouted to my parishioners to 
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come and see, which forced her to run away, embarrassed.”  This event was only the latest of 

several such attempts against Catholic clergy.  

At almost the same time, Dennis Balcombe, an American Evangelical missionary with decades 

of experience in China, was physically assaulted in his Hong Kong office by four female Eastern 

Lightning members.  He reported the attack to the police, who responded by giving him anti-

Eastern Lightning literature and DVDs that had been prepared by the central government.  Pastor 

Balcombe reviewed the materials and found them suitable for use in his evangelization work.  

This was an intriguing turn of events: an officially atheist government had begun to enlist the 

same Christian churches that it has intermittently persecuted in an attempt to counter a violent 

religious cult. 

Pastor Balcombe then travelled to an April 21, 2013 revival meeting in Nanyang, Henan 

province at the invitation of the local house [i.e., unofficial] church.  This church had foreseen a 

large turnout and so had rented a ballroom in a local hotel.  During the meeting the local police 

raided the hotel and detained the attendees including Pastor Balcombe; it later transpired that a 

hotel employee had suspected cult activity and called the police.  When the police interrogated 

Pastor Balcombe they became apologetic – they admitted that they were Christians who listened 

to podcasts of his homilies!  His possession of the anti-Eastern Lightning materials also added to 

his credibility.  The house church leaders were told by the police to just be sure to register their 

event and they would be left alone. 

 This event tells another truth about the growth of Christianity in China: the fact that Christians 

have been moving into positions of governmental responsibility.  It has been rumored that at 

least three cities now have Christian majority populations, with large numbers of Christians 

counted among the Communist Party and the police.  If this growth remains constant then it will 

eventually become impossible to repress Christian churches in China. 

Unfortunately Chinese Christians have not yet reached that promised land.  Several Christian 

churches have been persecuted simply because coincidentally Eastern Lightning has used the 

same hymnals.  The government still practices guilt by association, however tenuous. 
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Another organization, the Local Church (also known as the Shouters) has been treated as a cult 

since its’ founding in the 1970’s.  Many mainstream Christians in both China and abroad have 

been critical of the Shouters, but ecumenical dialog in the last few years has resulted in a 

softening of the criticism and an acknowledgement that the Shouters are likely a valid orthodox 

Christian church.  These mainstream Christians have publicly asked for forgiveness from the 

Shouters for their earlier position.  None of this dialog seems to have impacted the government, 

which has continued to persecute the Shouters and the other Christians it has incorrectly 

associated with them. 

A third organization, the Total Scope Church (also known as the Born Again Movement) seems 

to have cultic attributes – for example, they require new members to weep for three days over 

their sins – and it has also been criticized by mainstream Christians.  The true position of this 

church on the spectrum between the Shouters and Eastern Lightning remains unclear.  Again, 

mainstream Christians have been mistaken for Born Again Movement members by the 

government, whether out of ignorance or calculation is unknown. 

There have been Christians who have taken a romantic view of the early years of the Church, 

when faith was often underground in the catacombs and grew in abundance despite dissention 

with various cults.  It would seem that if a Christian would like to relive those years he or she 

could do no better than to learn Mandarin or Cantonese or another Chinese dialect and follow in 

the footsteps of Dennis Balcombe and his Chinese colleagues of all orthodox churches, who 

themselves follow in the footsteps of Christ.  It would make for quite a career, in the literal sense 

of the word.  May God bless and protect all His missionaries. 
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Pastor Andrew and Norine Brunson 
 

Pastor Andrew Brunson and his wife 

Norine were missionaries with 23 years of 

ministry experience in the Turkish city of 

Izmir when they were arrested on October 

7, 2016 on undisclosed national security 

charges.  They were initially told that they 

would be deported.  This was believable: a 

number of Western Christian missionaries 

and historical researchers had been 

deported or denied re-entry to the country 

following the failed July 15, 2016 military coup d'état against President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.  

Norine was released on October 19, but time dragged on.  Andrew’s attorney was denied access 

to him or to the supposed ‘classified’ evidence under which he was arrested.  He was denied a 

court hearing, allegedly due to the shortage of judges created by the mass arrests following the 

coup attempt. 

The reasons for the arrest of Andrew Brunson have nothing to do with his actions as pastor or 

evangelist. Rather, they are embedded in the events of Turkish society and politics in the past 

century. 

The creation of modern Turkey following World War One was based on a number of principles, 

including secularism and a military which would stand as an extra-constitutional guard against 

the return of Islam as a political force.  The military toppled governments in 1960, 1971, 1980, 

and 1997.  It attempted to stop the re-election of the pro-Islamist AKP party in 2007, but failed.  

While AKP co-founder Erdogan was a divisive figure, the AKP grew in popularity in part due to 

its alliance with the former Sufi cleric Fethullah Gulen. 

Muhammed Fethullah Gulen is the real reason why Andrew Brunson had been imprisoned.  

Gulen is a multi-millionaire who has led a politico-religious movement based on the teachings of 

Saud Nursi, an Islamic cleric who attempted to reconcile Islam with modern science and 

capitalism before his death in 1960.  Gulen’s teachings have proven to be very popular in 

 

Andrew and Norine Brunson – World Watch Monitor 
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Turkey, and have even been implemented in the United States due to Gulen’s major involvement 

in the charter school movement.  Gulen fled to the U.S. in 1999 rather than face charges that he 

violated laws protecting secularism. Reportedly he lives in a James Bond-like compound atop 

one of the Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania, protected by helicopters and submachine-toting 

guards.  Yet he has always co-operated with and appeared before U.S. officials when asked to do 

so. 

So Erdogan and Gulen were allies in the rise of the AKP to political power, but in 2013 they split 

over corruption allegations against Erdogan supporters. The Turkish government then declared 

Gulen’s movement a terrorist organization and requested his extradition back to Turkey; the U.S. 

government refused. Erdogan began a purge of Gulen supporters in the schools, judiciary, and 

military; he even went so far as to temporally jail a medical doctor who had posted on Facebook 

photos of Erdogan alongside similarly posed photos of Gollum from the Lord of the Rings 

movies! It was these crackdowns on democratic freedoms that triggered the attempted 2016 

coup.   

After the coup failed over 40,000 suspected Gulen supporters were arrested or dismissed from 

their positions.  In NATO headquarters in Brussels Turkish officers requested asylum rather than 

obey orders to return home. The AKP media attempted to implicate Ecumenical Patriarch 

Bartholomew I of the Eastern Orthodox Church in the coup, despite his public opposition to the 

coup and his absence from the country at the time. The Turkish government now demanded 

Gulen’s extradition as an alleged coup plotter, and the U.S. continued to refuse, citing the fact 

that no evidence of a crime was given that could be presented to a U.S. extradition hearing.  

Andrew and Norine Brunson were arrested after only three months of this diplomatic bickering. 

In a March 16, 2017 press conference Prime Minister Binaku Yildirim said that Brunson’s trial 

would be ‘accelerated’ and referred to both the Brunson and Gulen cases in almost the same 

breath, but denied the cases were linked.  President Erdogan later linked the two when he 

explicitly called for an exchange on September 28, 2017. 

The Brunsons may have been targeted primarily as Americans, but they certainly would not have 

been targeted had they been American Muslims. Christians have long been used as scapegoats in 

Turkey, but there are not many left for such use. A century ago Christians comprised up to 27% 

of the Turkish population, but after the 1914-22 genocides of the Armenians, Assyrians, and 
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Pontic Greeks and the 1955 Septemvriana pogrom the Christian population dropped to its present 

level of 0.3%. Ironically the location of the Brunson’s ministry, Izmir [aka Smyrna], was the 

scene of the last major massacre of Armenian and Greek Christians in September 1922; Christian 

deaths at that time and place totaled over 100,000, and many more became refugees. 

To this date the Turkish government has refused to recognize the genocides. While still Prime 

Minister, Erdogan ordered the destruction in 2011 of a massive statue near the Armenian border 

titled the Monument to Humanity, which was a first attempt by some Turks to memorialize and 

express regret over the genocides.  In 2009 Erdogan said "it's not possible for a Muslim to 

commit genocide”. Such actions only serve to cement ignorance and triumphalism, which will 

only hinder Turkish citizens from seeing future atrocities as such should they happen. It would 

seem that nothing changes but the victims. Pray, pray, please pray… 

Postscript: Prayers were answered! On October 12, 2018, after the U.S. government imposed 

sanctions on Turkey, Pastor Andrew Brunson was convicted, sentenced to 3 years’ 

imprisonment, released with time served, reunited with Norine, and left the country. Among his 

parting words were “I love Jesus, and I love Turkey”. 

 

Norine Brunson outside the Izmir detention center where Andrew Brunson was first held 

 – courtesy World Watch Monitor  
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A Witness to Joy 
Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or what you will drink, or 
about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more than 
clothing? Can any of you by worrying add a single hour to your span of life? So do not worry 
about tomorrow… – Matthew 6:25, 27, 34 

The past to mercy, the present to grace, the future to Providence.  Let us ask for grace... - 
Enrico Petrillo 

 

Chiara Corbella Petrillo: A Witness to Joy is the story of the life 

and death of a young wife and mother in Rome, Italy.  In just 

under five years of marriage Chiara and her husband Enrico lived 

through the birth of their daughter Maria Grazia Letizia and then 

their son Davide Giovanni.  Both died of unrelated congenital 

illnesses minutes after birth.  Their third child developed 

normally, but then Chiara was diagnosed with cancer during the 

pregnancy.  She elected to preserve her son Francesco's life by 

delaying more radical treatments until after his early delivery.  

She died in June 2012 at age 28 just after his first birthday. 

 The photograph on the book cover shows Chiara within months of her death, after the final 

prognosis was known.  She is seen with an eyepatch worn to prevent the double vision that 

resulted from pressure from one of the many tumors.  Throughout the story she showed the 

normal emotions to be expected in such a time, but also a faith in God and a desire to help others 

that can only be described as transcendental.  The sanctity of the vocation of marriage and the 

true value of loving friendships illuminates the book.   

People of maturity know that there is no real answer to the mystery of suffering. The story of 

Chiara and Enrico Petrillo gives an answer to a different matter, that of faith in a life that is 

beyond suffering.  Not immune to suffering, not without suffering, but in some way beyond it.   
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This is a book that needs to be read by all Christians, including those who do not like hospitals or 

are uncomfortable with Italian Catholic piety.  It is a story that gives thanks for the present 

moment.  It shows that Chiara and Enrico Petrillo came to understand that our best glimpses of 

heaven do not necessarily come from our thoughts about the future, but from our complete 

submersion in the present moment, our decision to truly live right now as God would ask.  It also 

shows us that at the end, and in the end, all we have is God, and if we are truly blessed, each 

other. 
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Aasiya Noreen aka Asia Bibi 
 

Aasiya Noreen, better known to the world as Asia Bibi, faced death for 

almost 10 years.  She had been convicted of blasphemy and sentenced to 

death by hanging, the only woman in Pakistan so punished.  She had been 

the object of death threats by vigilantes.  Her story is not just one of great 

injustice to an individual, but has grown into a saga of political mayhem 

and assassination.  

This story began on Sunday June 14, 2009 in the village of Ittan Wali.  Asia was a 44 year old 

mother of five children who had hired herself out as a field hand.  In her great thirst under the hot 

sun she drank from a well, only to be confronted by the other women who declared that as a 

Christian she had polluted it.  When she replied “Jesus would see it differently” she was told 

“Jesus was unclean too…you should convert to redeem yourself for your filthy religion”.  Asia 

then said the words that sealed her fate: 

“I’m not going to convert.  I believe in my religion and in Jesus Christ, who died 

on the cross for the sins of mankind.  What did your Prophet Muhammad ever do 

to save mankind?  And why should it be me that converts instead of you?” 

The women attacked her and told her that she would die.  Between blows Asia replied “I didn’t 

say anything bad, I just asked you a question”.  In the end her pickings were stolen and she had 

to run home. 

Five days later it was Friday, and Asia was back picking berries.  An angry crowd poured into 

the field, grabbed Asia and began to beat her.  She was dragged into town and told by the imam 

who had delivered the sermon that had incited the crowd that she must convert or die.  Asia 

refused and was beaten until the police arrived and arrested her.  Her family had to flee the 

village. Denied legal representation, she was tricked into signing a confession she could not read, 

and on November 8, 2009 was convicted of blasphemy and sentenced to death. 

Asia was not the only prisoner on her ward who had run afoul of the blasphemy laws.  A young 

Muslim woman named Zarmina had also been imprisoned under that charge.  As a newlywed she 
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often rode behind her husband on his motor scooter until one day he lost control and had an 

accident.  He ran off the road and collided with a monument to Muhammed.  They were both 

arrested and convicted of blasphemy.  It did not matter that it was an accident or that she was not 

at the controls – intent is immaterial in Islamic law.  One night Zarmina began screaming in her 

cell.  Asia called for help and banged her bowl and spoon to get attention, but prison staff did not 

come nor did any other prisoner join her calls.  Zarmina’s lifeless body was removed the next 

day, the apparent victim of poison.  The other inmates denied hearing any screams, gave each 

other knowing looks as if they approved of the outcome, and chuckled at Asia’s ignorance.  Asia 

asked herself “Have people gone mad?” 

Help came to Asia from unexpected sources.  The day after her conviction she was taken from 

her cell and brought to meet the Federal Minister for Minorities Affairs, Shahbaz Bhatti.  She 

had known of the government appointment of this fellow Roman Catholic, but could not believe 

that he was interested in her or that he promised to financially support her family until a new 

refuge could be found for them.  A few months later she was brought into a press conference 

with the Muslim governor of Punjab, Salmaan Taseer, who kindly but firmly defended her 

against the blasphemy laws.  A public case in her favor was being assembled as her appeal began 

to wind through the courts. 

Then came disaster.  Governor Taseer was shot dead by one of his bodyguards on January 4, 

2011 as he left a luncheon.  The guard immediately surrendered and claimed he was just 

defending the blasphemy laws; several imams came to the killer’s defense.  Minister Bhatti again 

requested the assignment of bodyguards but was denied by the government.  On March 2, 2011 

Shahbaz Bhatti was shot dead as he drove away from his mother’s home; the terror group 

Tehrik-i-Taliban claimed it had killed a ‘known blasphemer’.   

All of these events have been collected in a book entitled Blasphemy: A Memoir: Sentenced to 

Death over a Cup of Water.  Proceeds from the sale of this book supported Asia’s family while 

in hiding. 

While in prison Asia made her own meals since prison authorities could not guarantee that she 

would not be poisoned.  For her protection a television camera recorded every event in her cell, 

which explained why the occasional beatings she received from guards have happened in 
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corridors.  On May 11, 2014 authorities arrested five men linked to Tehrik-i-Taliban who were in 

possession of multiple weapons, explosives, maps, and plans of Asia's prison, including her cell.  

Prison authorities continued to pressure her to accept Islam, going so far as to using a Quran to 

teach her literacy. 

Postscript: The Supreme Court of Pakistan overturned her conviction on October 31, 2018 on 

the grounds she had been denied due process, and ordered her release. The decision set off 

massive violence in the country, but few were killed, mostly Muslims deemed to not be radical 

enough. Asia Bibi was finally released to a secure location by November 15, and was allowed to 

leave Pakistan for Canada by May 8, 2019. The prayers of many around the world have been 

answered!  
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Father Cedric Prakash SJ 
 

Fr. Cedric Prakash SJ is the director of the 

Prashant Jesuit Center for Human Rights in 

Ahmedabad, Gujarat state, in the Republic of 

India.  In this position he has worked tirelessly to 

prevent people both within India and without 

from forgetting about the 2002 Gujarat pogrom 

in which over 1,100, and perhaps as many as 

2,000, people died.  Most were Muslims.  Fr. 

Prakash is thus not a martyr in the sense that he has suffered for the Christian faith – that is, not 

yet – but he is a witness to Christian ideals of justice and charity.   

Narendra Damodardas Modi was Chief Minister (Governor) of Gurarat state during the 2002 

pogrom, and has been accused by Fr. Prakash of fomenting and allowing the killings to proceed 

without hindrance.  Ten years later Mr. Modi stated in an interview that the killings made him 

feel sad "as when you run over a puppy".  Fr. Prakash responded to this devaluation of human 

life with denunciations that Modi was “unstable” and “a threat to democracy in India”. 

During the 2014 general elections Modi became the Prime Ministerial candidate of his Hindu 

nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP).  On April 30, 2014 Fr. Prakash countered with a written 

historical perspective to India’s current situation:  

From his youth, Narendra Modi has been a member of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak 

Sangh: RSS.  The core ideology of this extremist organization, born in the 1930s and 

having its inspiration from Hitler and the Nazis, was the formation of a Hindu nation 

state. In this ideology, minorities - particularly the Muslims and the Christians - were 

meant to be treated as second-class citizens. However, India's freedom fighters like 

Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Babasaheb Ambedkar, worked and ensured that 

India becomes a secular and democratic State where every citizen is treated equally with 

rights and freedom guaranteed in the Constitution...The RSS was never satisfied with 

this. One of their men Godse assassinated Mahatma Gandhi in 1948. Over the years, they 
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spawned many other groups including their political wing Bhartiya Janata Party BJP; 

together they are all known as the 'Sangh Parivar'...Modi has proved to be an extremely 

divisive person; he is a skillful orator able to spin myths and to take credit for 

achievements which are not his. With a well-oiled campaign, backed by a large section of 

India's corporate sector and by media houses owned by them, many feel that his party 

will be the largest single party when the results are announced and he may also be India's 

next Prime Minister. 

Earlier on March 27, 2014 Fr. Prakash received the Human Life Award from the Archdiocese of 

Mumbai.  During his acceptance speech he said: 

In many ways, the 2002 carnage ushered in a culture of death, not only in Gujarat but in 

the entire country. Nowadays many in India seem to legitimize it. A section of society 

backs someone as a candidate for prime minister who presided over this bloody chapter 

in the country's history...there can be no greater tragedy than what happens to 'the other' 

[when] it does not matter if we burn and loot, rape and kill, if we destroy life in all its 

sanctity. 

Narendra Modi became the Prime Minister of India on May 26, 2014 at the head of a BJP 

majority government.  

Father Cedric Prakash has been a witness to these events.  He is not an infallible witness.  He 

may be wrong concerning the future of India under BJP governance.  If he is correct, however, 

the implications are immense. 

We have in the person of Narendra Modi a man who has shown a disregard for the lives of 

Christians and Muslims and who has winked at those who have or who would harm them.  This 

self-professed Hindu nationalist has reached the pinnacle of political power in a nation with a 

nuclear arsenal, and which faces an adversary dominated by Islam and who is similarly armed.  

He has already called for the creation of armed militias on the disputed border with China and 

for large increases in the defense budget.  Christian leaders throughout India now report 

increased persecution from organizations under the Sangh Parivar umbrella, especially RSS 

paramilitaries and their Bajrang Dal youth wing.  Fr. Prakash himself criticized the Gujarat state 
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government on August 22, 2014 for publishing school textbooks “full of myths and falsehoods, 

superstitions and prejudices” that teach hatred and prejudice toward Westerners, accuse the 

English language "of having polluted the Indian culture", and define Islam and Christianity as 

"non-Indian religions"; he also noted that Narendra Modi had praised the books but delayed their 

release until after the national elections.  Fr. Prakash added on October 29, 2014 that “India 

indeed faces hard times ahead...for the secular and pluralistic fabric of India, which, given the 

ideology of the RSS, is bound to be destroyed”. 

During the last serious Indo-Pakistani confrontation – which occurred in 2001 under a BJP 

coalition government - leaders of both nations were given a U.S. Air Force study that showed 

how a war between the two would lead to 150 million dead and economies wrecked for 

generations to come, and an economic depression for the rest of the world.  Both nations have 

only increased their arsenals since.  Perhaps these facts will lead Mr. Modi and his colleagues 

and supporters to sobriety and humanity.  Perhaps not. 

All we can do is to pray, and to listen to men and women such as Fr. Cedric Prakash, so that we 

can know for what and for whom we pray. 

 

RSS paramilitary rally 
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Father Jacques Hamel 

The French Norman city of Rouen is most famous as the location of the trial and execution of 

Joan of Arc.  Joan was the 19 year old peasant woman who under divine influence created 

modern French nationalism; she was then captured by allies of the English and illegally 

convicted on a charge of cross-dressing.  She was burned at the stake on May 30, 1481. 

Six miles away and 535 years later in the village-turned-

suburb of Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray an elderly priest was 

celebrating morning Mass with three nuns and two 

parishioners.  Fr. Jacques Hamel was later described as a 

“simple” priest, one who performed his ministry without 

bringing attention to himself.  For decades he had lived simply with few possessions and 

frequent fasting.  Everyone liked him, including the local imam who served with Fr. Jacques on 

an interfaith committee.  Fr. Jacques was 85 years of age and so had been ‘retired’ for 10 years; 

he was present at this July 26, 2016 Mass only because he was substituting for the pastor, who 

was away on vacation. 

Two 19 year old men entered the church.  The carried knives, a revolver, and what appeared to 

be explosives.  They forced the six Christians together near the altar.  The only laywoman, 86 

year old Jeanine Coponet, had the revolver pressed to her neck; her husband Guy was handed a 

video device and told to start recording. 

The assailants tried to force Fr. Jacques to his knees.  He resisted, either because Catholic norms 

state that kneeling signifies only awe before God or because he knew what was going to happen.  

He then spoke words as an expression of faith and hope: “Go away Satan”.  But Satan did not go 

away.  Perhaps Satan had stopped at the door to watch his two young acolytes from afar as they 

followed his desires – we shall never know this side of heaven the full details of this spiritual 

battle.  They forced the priest down and began to behead him while chanting Islamic prayers.  He 

tried to kick them away and finally whispered one last time “Go away Satan”.   

The other Christians were yelling "stop you don’t know what you’re doing!". Sr. Danielle ran for 

the door. She waved down a motorist who called the police.  The killers then stabbed another 
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nun and slashed 87 year old Guy Coponet four times in the arm, back, and neck; he fell and 

pretended to be dead.  They then attempted to leave the church but were immediately shot dead 

by police snipers.  The unidentified nun was hospitalized in critical condition, and Guy Coponet 

was hospitalized in serious condition. 

It quickly became known that the two killers had posted videos online in which they swore 

allegiance to the Islamic State (ISIL); presumably their beheading video would have also been 

posted as another sample of jihadist pornography.  The Islamic State responded by thanking the 

perpetrators and called for similar attacks in Britain.  People around the globe were horrified, 

though it is hard to see why: attacks like this are fairly common events in many places.  

Expression of surprise and shock as to the location of the crime serves merely as a demonstration 

of how parochial and insular people in the West have become in recent decades. 

The Archbishop of Rouen, Fr. Jacques’ superior, flew home from a youth pilgrimage in Krakow, 

Poland to minister to his people.  The funeral was held in Rouen Cathedral on August 2; among 

the thousands in attendance were many Muslims, most of whom were members of the widely 

persecuted Ahmadiyya faith.  However, neither the President nor the Prime Minister attended, 

perhaps because they had been booed at other recent commemorations for the victims of jihadi 

terror.  Also, there were no marches in support of the Church, and no speeches that said “We are 

all Catholics now”.  Christianity was definitely given a second class status by French society 

compared to previous secular victims of jihad. 

Why does evil exist?  Why does a good loving God allow evil?  This is the subject of theodicy, 

an academic area that likely will never have a conclusion.  Perhaps, though, one of the ‘standard’ 

answers, the idea that God allows evil because a good might come in reaction, might apply in 

this case.  There were about 2 million people in attendance at the youth pilgrimage in Krakow - 

many the same age as the perpetrators - and news of the death of Fr. Jacques electrified many of 

the pilgrims the moment it arrived.  It suddenly became apparent that the cost of discipleship was 

real in a way that homilies, academic presentations, and discussion groups could not by 

themselves show.  It cannot be doubted that some grace for the Church will be gained by the 

timing of the death of Fr. Jacques Hamel.  Perhaps some young men and women will be inspired 

to follow in his footsteps of his life of service – or in the footsteps of Joan of Arc. 
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Then again, there might be a simpler answer: evil exists just to be opposed.  Fr. Jacques resisted 

to his last breath and to the best of his elderly abilities.  He knew his resistance would likely 

make no earthly difference, and he did it anyway.  This should be an inspiration to all of us who 

have greater abilities to resist evil in all its manifestations, and who know that we stand a better 

chance of making a difference.  Resist!  “Go away, Satan”.  In the name of Jesus, go away. 

 

 

St Etienne Church, Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray 
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A Warm Smoggy Sky 
 

Your church  

has been attacked  

by a suicide bomber.   

     Your friends were inside.   

You rush to the scene,  

and join a growing crowd  

to see the smoke still 

rising from the shattered  

windows and roof.   

People can be heard to say  

 

     “They set it off where the  

     women and children were sitting!”   

 

Your thoughts of family  

Christmas celebrations  

now destroyed 

      – of families destroyed –  

cause anger to rise  

in your throat  

to choke you. 

 
Then it starts.   

Someone in the crowd  

begins to chant  

 

“Truly we believe  

in One God, God the Father,  

the Almighty, creator of...”   
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Within seconds hundreds are  

chanting the Creed  

at the top of their lungs. 

It is an act of faith,  

but also one of defiance.  

  

“...We believe in one Lord,  

Jesus Christ,  

the only begotten  

Son of God,  

born of the Father  

before all ages...”   

 

Never before has this  

happened in public 

in Cairo.   

You have just affirmed  

     the Trinity,  

     the Triune God, 

and committed the sin  

of shirk, the worst sin  

of Islamic blasphemy,  

by citing words that  

in Islam are deemed  

polytheistic.   

 

You know that any extremist,  

were he present,  

would want to kill you  

with his suicide vest  

for saying these words.  
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“...Truly we believe  

in the Holy Spirit,  

the Life-Giving Lord... 

We await the resurrection  

of the dead,  

and the life of  

the world to come” 

 

The Creed ends,  

and everyone starts again  

while the smoke rises.   

And again.   

And again.   

     And you do not care  

if anyone wants  

to kill you.   

 

The warm smoggy sky  

could open in a flash  

to the glory of heaven   

and your time on earth  

would come to an end,  

     and you don’t care. 

 

-      December 11, 2016  
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 Nijole Sadunaite 

In the annals of the persecution of Christians in the last hundred years there 

are many accounts of momentous fidelity and courage.  One such notable 

event occurred on June 16-17, 1975, in the then Lithuanian Soviet Socialist 

Republic.  A 36 year old woman named Felicity Nijole Sadunaite went on 

trial for libel against the Soviet state, because she had been caught copying 

a chapter of The Chronicles of the Catholic Church in Lithuania, an underground history of 

persecution.  Only her brother Jonas was permitted to attend.  A court which normally assigned 

two guards to an accused murderer assigned her six, and all were carefully selected Russians 

who could not understand the Lithuanian language.  After one session a guard asked her “What 

kind of trial is this?  I have never seen anything like it.  It was as if you were the prosecutor!  

What did you say that frightened them like that?” 

The events described here are not recent, but their lesson and import are certainly meant for us 

today.  Here are excerpts from Nijole’s opening statement to the judges of the court: 

I would like to tell you that I love all of you as my brothers and sisters and, if need be, 

without hesitation, would give my life for each one of you…A thief steals money, you 

rob people by taking from them  that which is of greatest value – loyalty to their own 

beliefs and the opportunity to pass that on to their children…These and hundreds of other 

facts witness that the atheist purpose – to make everyone their spiritual slave – justifies 

any means: lies, slander, and terror.  And you rejoice in your triumph?  What remains 

after your triumphant victory?  Moral ruin, millions of unborn fetuses, defiled moral 

values, weak debased people overcome by fear and with no passion for life?  All of that is 

the fruit of your labors.  Jesus Christ was correct when he said ‘You shall know them by 

the fruits’.  Your crimes are propelling you to the garbage heap of history at an ever 

increasing rate of speed…What is due to Caesar is but the remains of that due to God.  

The most important thing in life is to free one’s heart and mind from fear, since 

concessions to evil are a great crime. 
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Nijole concluded her defense the following day with these comments, among others: 

This is the happiest day of my life.  I am being tried on account of The Chronicles of the 

Catholic Church in Lithuania, which is struggling against physical and spiritual human 

tyranny.  That means I am being tried for the truth and the love of my fellow man…I will 

joyfully go into slavery for others and I agree to die so that others may live…Thus let us 

love one another and we shall be happy.  He alone is unhappy who does not love.   

Yesterday, you were surprised by my happy disposition at a hard moment in my life.  

That proves the fact that my heart is filled with love for my fellow man, since loving 

others makes everything else easy!  We must sternly condemn evil, but we must also love 

our fellow man, even though he has erred.  That can be learned only in the school of 

Jesus Christ, who is the only truth, way, and life for all… 

The court sentenced her to three years’ imprisonment in a forced labor camp, followed by three 

years’ internal exile in Siberia.  She survived and returned to her home in Lithuania.  Her many 

miraculous escapes from physical dangers and the wiles and schemes of her captors were added 

to The Chronicles and later republished in a book entitled A Radiance in the Gulag.  In one case 

the KGB tricked her into laughing so that a photograph could be taken for prison propaganda.  

Nijole defiantly said “God grant that my picture not come out!”  When developed the photo had 

black lines running across it that made her look as if she were sitting behind bars, a result that 

visibly frightened the photographer. 

The KGB attempted twice to arrest Nijole after her return to Lithuania, once from inside a KGB 

psychiatric hospital, but she both times escaped.  After the second attempt she went into hiding, 

lived off the charity of friends and family and compiled more chapters of The Chronicles. Her 

prophecy of the collapse of the Soviet Union came true sixteen years after her trial, just after an 

unsuccessful attempt to kill her with a radiological weapon, and she then publicly acknowledged 

that she had become a professed religious sister. 

Before the trial one interrogator had ingratiatingly commented on her smiling demeanor, still 

present after five months’ in jail.  Nijolie replied “Even if you kept me in a psychiatric hospital 

all my life, as long as I knew that no one had suffered on my account, I would go around smiling.  
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A clear conscience is more precious than liberty or life.  I do not understand how you, whose 

conscience is burdened by the spilled blood and tears of so many innocent people, can sleep at 

night.  I would agree to die a thousand times rather than be free for one second with your 

conscience!”  The interrogator turned pale and averted his eyes.  He had bragged upon her arrival 

that he had heard many brave words from all he had crushed, but in the end he failed to crush her 

spirit.  This is a tale for us all, with lessons to be drawn about faith and spirit and truth, and 

above all about love and fear.  Sister Nijole Sadunaite gazed upon those who held the power to 

take everything from her, and she smiled with love at them even as she witnessed to the truth.  

Today she continues to speak and smile to Lithuanians at home and abroad.  She has shown that 

the commands of Jesus to “Love one another as I have loved you” and “Do not fear” are 

ultimately inseparable. 
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Rimsha Bibi Masih 
Rimsha Bibi was arrested on charges of Quran 

desecration on August 18, 2012 in the Meheribadi 

neighborhood of Islamabad, the capital city of Pakistan.  

Like many stories of persecution, published accounts 

differ on specific details.  Some accounts claim she was 

11 years old, some 14, and one cited a Christian human 

rights activist as claiming that police purposely changed her age to 14 on the arrest report to 

make her eligible for the death penalty. Some accounts described her as having Down’s 

syndrome while others simply describe her as mentally challenged.  What all accounts agreed on 

is that Rimsha was incapable of understanding the country’s blasphemy law, which has been 

based on the sharia (Islamic law).  Nor was she capable of reading the burnt pages of the Quran 

which were found in her possession or of knowing what they even signified.  Undoubtedly she 

did not understand why she was beaten by a mob, and she did not understand why she was 

arrested. 

Sharia at its core has no concept of mental culpability.  A crime is objectively a crime, and the 

mental state of the perpetrator has no bearing on their guilt or innocence.  This is the likely 

reason why so many victims of Pakistan’s blasphemy and desecration laws are people with 

mental challenges.  People who wish to provoke anti-Christian pogroms for fun and profit must 

find the mentally challenged to be tempting targets for entrapment.   

In the case of Rimsha Bibi, an anti-Christian pogrom is exactly what was provoked.  On the 

night of her arrest the local Christians suddenly heard the mosque loudspeakers erupt with cries 

of “Don’t let the Christians escape!” and multiple expressions of their collective guilt for the 

Quran desecration.  Knowing that some past pogroms ended with Christians trapped in their 

homes and burned to death, over a thousand Christians jumped into their automobiles with only 

the clothes on their backs, some even in nightclothes, and fled from Meheribadi.  Days later a 

few returned to their looted homes, but most decided to live out of their automobiles or under 

tarps in a scrub forest outside Islamabad. 

 

Rimsha Bibi Masih with her father 
Misrak 
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Rimsha sat for weeks in jail, bewildered and crying for her parents Misrak and Arshed.  Most 

people in this situation languish for years, but then something unusual happened: a Muslim cleric 

stepped forward and named the Muslim cleric who had fabricated the evidence with the intent of 

triggering the pogrom.  Three other Muslims confirmed the story, though most later recanted.  

Rinsha was freed during a September 7, 2012 bail hearing.  Due to fears of vigilantes, she was 

immediately taken to a waiting helicopter and flown to a secure location to be reunited with her 

family.  Her Christian police bodyguard, Constable Basharat Khokher, was photographed 

helping her into the helicopter and later had to go into hiding himself after receiving death 

threats. 

Eventually the charges were dismissed on November 19, 2012.  Incredibly, prosecutors 

continued to file motions to re-open the case against Rimsha, even after she and her family had 

fled the country by June 28, 2013 and been accepted in Canada for asylum. 

 

 

Rimsha Bibi Masih and her police bodyguard Basharat Khokher 
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The Muslim cleric who had actually desecrated the Quran was later himself tried on blasphemy 

charges, and was acquitted by a jury of his peers. 

Lest anyone be tempted into thinking that this is a rare occurrence, listed here are some other 

recent examples of people with mental challenges under arrest – or worse – in Pakistan:   

• Anwar Kenneth was sentenced to death in 2002 after claiming to be an incarnation of 

Jesus Christ, he remains on death row to this day 

 

• Ramzan Masih was tricked in 2010 into converting to Islam and was later accused of 

blasphemy on June 9, 2012 

 

• A young Muslim who was ‘mentally unstable’ was burned to death on July 4, 2012 by a 

mob of 8,000 incited by loudspeakers at several mosques, prompting condemnations 

from several Christian leaders.  The mob attacked a police station after police had 

detained him, set fire to four police vehicles, swarmed into the building to lay hands on 

the smiling and chanting victim, and even set up roadblocks to prevent police 

reinforcements of the station 

 

• Nadeem Masih was arrested on December 1, 2012 and died in police custody that day 

 

• A 70 year old Muslim and British citizen with schizophrenia named Muhammad Asghar 

was shot in his prison cell by an elite police commando on September 26, 2014; he 

survived 

 

• Humayun Faisal Masih was arrested on May 27, 2015; a Muslim neighbor called the 

police when he saw a mob gathering because he feared a lynching was about to happen.  

He had previously been abandoned by his wife and two small children as his mental 

illness worsened. 

 

• Yaqoob ‘Kaka’ Bashir was arrested on June 4, 2015 after he accidentally singed an 

Islamic mental health booklet with Quranic verses with a cigarette. 
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• Amar Lal, a mentally ill Hindu turned Muslim, was arrested in Ghotki, on July 26, 2016 

after allegedly burning a Quran in front of a mosque.  Two Hindu teens were shot in 

reprisal, one died. 

 
• Atta Mohammad Buriro was shot dead by two men on August 11, 2017, 15 days after he 

had been released from prison.  He had just been acquitted (a rarity!) of blasphemy due to 

his intellectual challenges. 

It is scandalous that most Western mental health associations and organizations dedicated to the 

mentally disabled have not yet noticed this pattern of flagrant abuse of these vulnerable people, 

let alone spoken out on their behalf – in fact only one medical paper regarding these crimes has 

been published, by a Muslim physician in London.  Pray that they will, without delay.  Please 

pray also for these afflicted Christians and Muslims and Hindus of Pakistan, that they may be 

delivered from evil, and for their Muslim neighbors, that more will stand for the truth and act as 

God’s hands in that deliverance. 
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Two Rows by the Sea 

Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; rather fear him who can destroy 
both soul and body in hell.  Everyone therefore who acknowledges me before others, I also 
will acknowledge before my Father in heaven; but whoever denies me before others, I also will 
deny before my Father in heaven. – Matthew 10:28, 32, 33 

 

In February 2015 the Islamic State (ISIL) murdered 20 Egyptian Coptic migrant workers and one 

African refugee from Ghana who it had captured in the preceding weeks in Libya.  Just before 

February 15th the 21 men were taken to a beach and beheaded.  The Copts could be heard 

praying to Jesus on the jihadi propaganda video that was made of their deaths.  The African 

refugee was not a Christian, and so was given another chance to accept the invitation to Islam; he 

reportedly replied “Their God is my God”. 

Christians and many Muslims in Egypt were outraged, and the Egyptian government responded 

with air strikes against ISIL positions in Libya.  The Bible Society of Egypt responded in a 

different way: it published a tract with a poetic tribute to these 21 martyrs called Two Rows by 

the Sea.  One and a half million copies were printed and distributed throughout Egypt. This tract 

also contained Biblical quotes for reflection and meditation.   
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Here is the poem: 

   Two Rows by the Sea 

Two rows of men walked the shore of the sea 

On a day when the world’s tears would run free 

One a row of assassins who thought they did right 

The other of innocents, true sons of the light 

One holding knives in hands held high 

The other with hands empty, defenseless and tied 

One row of slits to conceal glaring-dead eyes 

The other with living eyes raised to the skies 

One row stood steady, pall-bearers of death 

The other knelt steady, welcoming heaven’s breath 

One now spewed wretched contemptible threats 

The other spread God-given peace and rest 

A Question… 

Who fears the other? 

The row in orange, watching paradise open? 

Or the row in black, evil and broken? 
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Archbishop Dieudonne Nzapalainga CSSP 

The Central African Republic capital of Bangui fell to the Seleka 

insurgency in March 2013 after seven months of fighting.  Seleka 

(“Coalition” in the Sangho language) was composed almost 

entirely of Muslims, and imposed Michel Djotodia, a Muslim, as 

president.  Up until this time the CAR had seen almost no 

instances of religious conflict.  Christians comprised 50-80% of 

the population (the 30% difference is due to ‘syncretic’ Christians 

who still harbored animist beliefs), Muslims 15%, and animists 

the remainder.  All this was about to change.  Large numbers of 

the Seleka fighters were jihadists from other countries including Chad, Nigeria and Sudan, and 

they attempted to radicalize the local Muslims.  Since Christians under strict Islamic law – the 

sharia - are required to pay the jizya (tribute) to Muslims, the Seleka fighters took a liberal 

interpretation of this requirement and began to rob and extort from them. 

The Christian churches in the CAR immediately opposed this violence.  Archbishop Dieudonne 

Nzapalainga denounced the March 24, 2013 robbery of worshippers in front of the Bangui 

cathedral and suggested it was done as an act of intimidation against Christians.  Weeks later on 

April 14 he denounced the extensive looting of the poor's meager possessions by the rebels; on 

the same day Seleka shelled the Protestant church led by Rev. Franco Mbaye-Bondoi, injuring 

him in the ear and killing seven parishioners.  In May Archbishop Nzapalainga sent a letter to 

President Djotodia demanding an end to the atrocities and renunciation of a letter the President 

had sent to the Organization of Islamic Cooperation which stated “all Christians are liars" and “If 

by God’s will, we reach Bangui, we will set up an Islamic regime in order to apply the sharia”.  

The Archbishop’s letter was ignored. 

The CAR continued its descent into a whirlwind of murder, rape, and plunder.  In June 2013 the 

Bible Society in Central Africa was looted by Seleka rebels on the eve of the dedication 

ceremony of the translation of the Bible into Sangho.  Several Protestant pastors were killed in 

the following months.  By August missionary Fr. Aurelio Gazzera reported that the Islamists 
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were targeting Christians throughout the country and that “the bloodiest treatment has often been 

reserved for Catholic catechists”.   On December 5, 2013 Bishop Juan Munos reported: “An 

apocalyptic day...Early in the morning I was at the [Bangui] airport when all of a sudden hell 

broke out: repeated shots were heard. A family in the neighborhood welcomed me into their 

home...Seleka are killing young Christians in all districts. We counted at least a hundred bodies 

in the streets".  Archbishop Nzapalainga rode in a convoy of African Mission in Central Africa 

[MISCA] peacekeeping soldiers to the airport in an effort to rescue Bishop Munos and others.  

The next day French troops arrived by helicopter and thousands rushed to the airport for refuge, 

sleeping in the grass alongside the runway. 

By this time the citizens of the CAR had suffered enough.  Local militias called anti-balaka 

(balaka means ‘machete’ in Sangho) began to organize and fight Seleka, but also began to attack 

local Muslims who were entirely innocent.  Christians throughout the country began to protect 

and shelter Muslims, and now came under attack from both Seleka and anti-balaka.  In February 

2014 Archbishop Nzapalainga brought 10 Muslims into his home, including the city’s chief 

imam, and related a trip to Bouar “When I arrived there, part of one area of the town has been 

completely burned down. I also saw that people had been burnt alive. I saw human bones and 

human heads. I had only ever seen that sort of thing in films about Rwanda before, but never 

here with us. I think that evil was there. Now the evil has touched us. It shows itself in the desire 

to kill, to destroy. This is the devil...If there is no one to hold back the hand of the devil here, he 

will achieve his goal.” 

President Djotodia resigned in January 2014 under diplomatic pressure and was replaced by 

Bangui mayor Catherine Samba-Panza, an attorney educated in France.  However, the number of 

peacekeepers remained small and anarchy continued.  Priests and pastors continued to be 

abducted and murdered.  Thousands of Christians and Muslims continued to find refuge in 

churches and cathedrals.  In June 2014 Archbishop Nzapalainga led a relief convoy to a Muslim 

refugee camp in Yaloke where he said "I am here with the imam that I welcomed in my home for 

five months. It is not enough to say 'we must live together', but we need to translate these words 

into concrete actions...we will be back soon, we will not abandon you". 
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The international media has played up a false moral equivalence between Seleka and the 

“Christian” anti-balaka militias.  Christians in the CAR including Archbishop Nzapalainga have 

denied this, saying that anti-balaka is led by animists and syncretic Christians who wear amulets 

and charms into battle.   The truth is that the Christian churches in the CAR have been engaged 

in one of the most heroic episodes in the history of Christianity.  They have been doing 

everything they can to save lives, including those of a competing faith who would turn on them if 

the jihadists had their way.  While we pray for God’s deliverance, we should also thank God for 

the gift of Christians such as these. 

Postscripts: the fighting abated somewhat at the end of 2014, and despite death threats 

Archbishop Nzapalainga has spent some time visiting Seleka and anti-balanka prisoners and 

encouraging them to peacefully rejoin Central African society.  Archbishop Nzapalainga was 

elevated to the College of Cardinals in October 2016, and the conflict has continued at a lower 

level to this day. 
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Bishoy Armiya Boulous 
 

Bishoy Armiya Boulous was probably the 

second most famous Christian alive in Egypt, 

after Pope Tawardos II.  Everyone in the 

country knew who he was and what he had 

done.  He may have been the greatest symbol 

of courage in the country.  He had been 

consigned to a twilight existence in prison for 

the crime of converting to Christianity and his 

relentless demand that the country officially 

acknowledge it. 

He was born Mohammed Hegazy in 1982.  At 

age 18 he decided to be baptized as a Christian.  As he put it, "the major issue for me was love. 

Islam wasn't promoting love as Christianity did".  He took the name Bishoy Armiya Boulous.  

His wife later converted and took the name Christine.  They had a daughter named Miriam.  In 

2007 Bishoy did something no one had ever done in Egypt: he sued the government to force it to 

change his religion on his identification card from ‘Islam’ to ‘Christianity’.  Without this change 

Miriam would technically remain Muslim and would be breaking the law by attending Christian 

religious education or by marrying in the church. 

The Egyptian constitution states that Islamic law - the sharia – is the fundamental source of law, 

but the sharia requirement that apostates must be put to death had never been codified in Egypt.  

Insulting Islam, however, is a crime.   The government considered Bishoy’s request to officially 

change his religion as an insult to Islam.  He was arrested and tortured, then released after three 

days.  The charge of ‘insulting Islam’ was never dismissed.  The court case regarding his official 

religion was dismissed in February 2008; Bishoy had always said that he planned to reopen the 

case someday. 

The Muslim Brotherhood, which comprises about 10% of the electorate, took power in 2012. 

Muhammed Morsi, a U.S. educated engineer, was elected president in an election marred with 

 

Courtesy Associated Press 
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widespread fraud.  Christians found their names missing from voter rolls, and Muslim 

Brotherhood members turned away Christian women from voting because they were unveiled (as 

they did unveiled Muslim women).  Following the election Morsi’s administration turned a blind 

eye to extremism.  It allowed the opening of terrorist camps in the Sinai.  The abduction of 

young Christian girls with police complicity accelerated to the point that one disappeared every 

three days.  The economy tottered as the government began to favor their Brotherhood cronies.  

Morsi violated the constitution when he announced that his decisions would have the force of 

law and not be subject to judicial review.  Finally on June 30, 2013, nearly 40% of Egyptian 

citizens took to the streets and demanded Morsi’s resignation.  The army then stepped in and 

forced him from office. 

The Brotherhood soon exacted its revenge against their favorite scapegoats, Egypt’s Christians.  

In a calculated and premeditated move, violence erupted in nearly every major Egyptian city and 

town on August 14, 2013.  For eight days and nights levels of violence not seen in centuries 

consumed over 150 Christian churches, schools, businesses, and residences, many of major 

historical importance.  Nearly three dozen people, mostly Christians, were killed, many by 

gruesome means.  This event has been dubbed “The Egyptian Kristallnacht” by knowledgeable 

observers. 

In the weeks following this violence police detained a cable television crew which had been 

documenting it and charged them with "inciting sedition by communicating to a US-based 

channel unfounded information on Christian persecution in Egypt".  Bishoy Armiya Boulous was 

a member of this crew.  By April 2014 he had told his attorney that he was being beaten and 

tortured with electric shocks.   

Bishoy’s trial on the sedition charge was held on June 18, 2014. He was convicted, fined US$70, 

and sentenced to 5 years’ imprisonment, then released on bail pending appeal.  The next day he 

was arrested on the old but never-dismissed insulting Islam charge.  In August 2014 he was 

denied food and clothing in prison.  Besides the continuous beatings and tortures inflicted by 

both guards and compliant prisoners, he has been forced [in early December 2014] to sleep on 

the floor of an execution chamber. 
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The Egyptian government apparently had no intention of releasing Bishoy.  He had completed 

enough time in prison to cover the insulting Islam charge, and since he was technically still on 

bail on the sedition charge he should have been released at the beginning of 2015.  Instead he 

was shuttled from prison to prison just ahead of his attorney’s visits.  Prison officials refused to 

deliver Bishoy to court hearings, and the judges would then dismiss his attorney’s motions with a 

wink because he had failed to appear.  In a further attempt to isolate him, his attorney was told 

on July 20, 2015 that his visits with Bishoy would be restricted to one per month. 

After almost a year in which nothing was heard about Bishoy Armiya in the Christian media, he 

suddenly appeared on July 29, 2016 in a video in which he announced his return to Islam, and he 

was released from prison. He is now, once again, Mohammed Hegazy.  He apparently broke 

when told that he would be released into the custody of his parents, who had many times sworn 

to kill him for his apostasy.  Christians cannot help but feel a great sense of loss at this news, and 

we should ask the question, Did we do enough for him?  Did we fail him?  Given the almost 

year-long absence of his story from the Christian media, it is hard to escape the feeling that we 

all did.  Perhaps we need to examine ourselves and ask if we can be better prepared for the next 

such case. Also, please remember to pray for him and his family: his video statement was stilted 

and obviously scripted, and only God knows what is truly in his heart. 
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Meriam Yahia Ibrahim Ishag 

On June 27, 2014, the United States Embassy in Khartoum 

opened its doors to a young Sudanese-American family in need 

of asylum.  Meriam Yahia Ibrahim Ishag, her husband Daniel 

Bicensio Wani, and their two children, Martin (aged 22 months) 

and Maya (aged 1 month), were shown their accommodations 

in the cramped building: they would be sleeping on the floor of 

the small library.  This refuge must have been a great relief 

after their detention by the dreaded NISS secret police at the 

airport three days earlier as they attempted to flee the country. 

A doctor was summoned and quickly allayed most of Meriam’s concerns about Maya.  Meriam 

had given birth to Maya with her legs shackled together and to the floor of the clinic in the 

Omdurman Federal Women’s Prison.  A medical professional herself, Meriam had been 

concerned that Maya’s legs had been injured due to her inability to properly give birth, but they 

now agreed that Maya most likely would be fine.   

Why was Meriam in prison?  She was awaiting her execution.  Her crime?  She was a Christian. 

This tale of horrors began in September 2013, as Daniel Wani was preparing to move his family 

to his residence in Manchester, New Hampshire.  Daniel was born in what is now South Sudan 

and overcame muscular dystrophy to become a biochemist and a naturalized U.S. citizen.  

Married in December 2011, their son Martin was born in late 2012 and Meriam was two months’ 

pregnant with Maya when the accusation was made that she was an apostate from Islam. 

Meriam Yahia Ibrahim, as it turns out, had a Christian mother and a Muslim father.  Her father 

abandoned the family when she was very young.  Her mother had her baptized and raised in the 

Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church.  She had no memory of any other faith and certainly 

never voluntarily “left” Islam.  Under Islamic law, otherwise known as the sharia, none of that 

mattered.  Her father was Muslim, therefore she was Muslim.  Because she married Daniel, a 

Latin-rite [Roman] Catholic who did not convert to Islam, she was guilty of apostasy, which is 
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punished with death, and their marriage was illegal.  Because she and Daniel were illegally 

married and became the parents of Martin and Maya she was guilty of adultery, which is 

punished with 100 lashes.  Daniel was also deemed guilty of proselytizing a Muslim for having 

married her. 

Both Meriam and Daniel were arrested in February 2014, but the charges against Daniel were 

soon dropped.  However, Martin was incarcerated with his mother in prison, since under sharia 

he was deemed a Muslim and therefore Daniel could not have parental custody.  Daniel appealed 

for help to the U.S. Embassy, since Martin held U.S. citizenship under U.S. law, but he was told 

that he would have to prove parentage with a DNA test before the Embassy would assist him, a 

demand that under the circumstances was impossible to fulfill.  Meriam was shackled to a wall 

with swollen legs, denied pre-natal medical care, taunted that her husband was not a man 

because he used a wheelchair, and beaten. 

Meriam’s trial was held in May 2014.  During the trial she faced the judge and defiantly told him 

“I was born a Christian and I will die a Christian”.  On May 11 she was found guilty of all 

charges.  On May 14 the judge imposed his sentence: "We gave you three days to recant, but you 

insist on not returning to Islam - I sentence you to be hanged".   

Under sharia the sentence had to be deferred until Maya was born and weaned.  This gave 

ordinary American citizens time to demand that Congress and the State Department act to save 

the family.  Maya was born on May 27, 2014 under “horrific” conditions, and on June 23 the 

family was brought into court, the sentence was reversed, the charges were dropped, and they 

were set free.  The court gave no explanation for its decision. 

The U.S. Embassy then moved to expedite the family’s exit from Sudan.  They arrived at the 

airport the day after they were freed, only to be detained for ‘national security reasons’ by 40 

NISS secret agents.  The family’s attorneys could do nothing because there is no judicial 

oversight of the NISS and so no way their detention could be challenged.  The next day Meriam 

was charged with fraud, which carried a 7 year sentence.  Why?  The visa given her by the U.S. 

Embassy carried the Christian name given her by her mother and not the Muslim name given her 

by her father.   
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Two days later the family was released and brought to the U.S. Embassy for asylum.  In the 

meantime the Embassy worked to dismiss the fraud charge and to secure their freedom.  The 

Vatican and the Italian governments joined in these negotiations, and so Meriam and her family 

were allowed to leave the country.  They arrived in Rome on July 24, 2014.  The many prayers 

said for them around the world had been answered.   

Please say more prayers for their full recovery from this ordeal, and for all the other nameless 

Christians in Sudan.  In a September 15, 2014 television interview Meriam asked for exactly 

that, and added "I had my trust in God. My faith was the only weapon that I had in these 

confrontations with Imams and Muslim scholars, because that's what I believed...It's my right to 

follow the religion of my choice. I'm not the only one suffering from this problem. There are 

many Meriams in Sudan and throughout the world. It's not just me, I'm not the only one...Faith 

means life. If you don't have faith, you're not alive". 
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Pastor Zhang Shaojie 

Zhang Shaojie has led a fairly decent life as a Christian in the 

People's Republic of China.  His family consisted of his elderly 

parents, two sisters, his wife Wang Fengrui, his daughter Zhang 

"Shanshan" Linxin, his daughter Zhang “Yunyun” Huixin and 

her husband Sun Zhulei, and his newborn granddaughter Sun 

“Jesse” Jiexi.  Moreover, as of 2013 he was pastor of a legally 

sanctioned Protestant church in Nanle county, Henan province, 

and in that position has been loved and respected by his 

parishioners. 

A year later he had begun a 12 year sentence in prison for fraud. 

The problems for Zhang Shaojie and his church have their origins in the corruption of his local 

government.  Many local governments have become covetous toward any real estate owned by 

Christians, whether by their churches or by themselves as individuals.  The church led by Zhang 

Shaojie became just such an object of desire. 

On November 16, 2013, Zhang met with local police at his church.  They tied him up and later 

transferred him to a police station.  Other events quickly followed over the next two days.  His 

family funds were frozen.  His sisters were detained.  Other family members came under 

pressure.  Yunyun received more than ten phone calls threatening to 'wipe out her family' if she 

continued to send reports of the arrests to the international media.  His parents were hospitalized 

with hypertension.  Parishioners went to the police station to find their pastor and 21 of them 

were arrested.  The church building was closed. 

After this initial persecution events moved more slowly.  The Henan authorities concentrated on 

coercing false testimony from the 21 arrested parishioners against Pastor Zhang, and failed.  His 

family and free parishioners continued to search for them.  On December 21 Shanshan 

disappeared and was not released from detention until six days later.  Pastor Zhang was 

transferred to the Puyang Municipal Detention center just before the Chinese New Year on 
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January 31, 2014, where he spoke about the Gospel to two death-row inmates.  Shanshan 

reported on February 18 that parishioners had discovered an illegal ‘black jail’ in an empty 

commercial building; when they entered the building they found evidence that it had held their 

friends and had been evacuated only hours before. 

Yunyun decided to leave the country before her father’s trial, which had been delayed due to 

legal technicalities and a change of legal representation.  She arrived with her now 15 month old 

daughter at the U.S. Embassy in Beijing on April 24 to request a visa to enter the U.S.  She was 

denied this, and desperately protested against this decision.  Embassy employees tried to 

physically remove her from the building, she tried to resist and banged her head on a doorframe.  

She was left semiconscious on the ground outside the Embassy with her baby daughter, and 

within two days was detained. 

Pastor Zhang’s trial restarted on April 29, 2014.  Shanshan reported that her father appeared 

"dispirited" and "emaciated" at his court appearance that day.  The outcome was of course pre-

determined: on July 4, Pastor Zhang was convicted of fraud and sentenced to 12 years’ 

imprisonment.  Most of the 21 detained parishioners were then released since their usefulness 

was now over.   

Ten days later the only good news of the entire episode was revealed: Yunyun had arrived in the 

United States with her husband and daughter.  The Texas-based Christian ministry China Aid 

had activated a rescue of the family immediately after Pastor Zhang’s sentencing due to fears 

that Yunyun’s release from detention would be reversed.  A Christian ‘underground railroad’ 

brought the family through China and into Southeast Asia, where a U.S. Embassy expedited their 

visas for entry to the U.S. 

Sadly the story continued.  Pastor Zhang’s appeal was denied on August 21, and his younger 

sister Zhang Cuijuan was convicted of ‘disrupting public order’ and sentenced to one and a half 

years’ imprisonment on September 9.  The entire family had been ordered to vacate their home 

by October 26, 2014 so it could be auctioned to pay his fine, but they have resisted attempts at 

eviction.  Shanshan was detained November 5-14, 2014, possibly to prevent her from appearing 
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at the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation [APEC] meeting, which was attended by many world 

leaders. 

So many people in this story have been so hurt and wounded.  Many prayers can be said on their 

behalf.  China as a nation also needs prayers.  Months earlier the China Aid web site hosted a 

video of corrupt local officials and police attacking a People’s Liberation Army building!  The 

police beat and drove away the PLA soldiers and then the officials had the building demolished 

for their pet project.  China appears to be much less stable than her authoritarian leaders believe 

it to be, and sadly history has shown that instability in China only leads to massive suffering.  

Pray always! 
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Grace and Matthew Huang 
 

 

The greatest loss must be the death of a child.  It is every parent’s nightmare.  It became the 

nightmare of Grace and Matthew Huang, Evangelical Christians from Pasadena, California.  

Their 8 year old daughter Gloria suddenly died from cardiac arrest on January 15, 2013.  Then, 

their tragedy quickly changed into an atrocity of international proportions, and a nightmare 

beyond belief. 

The Huangs had adopted their three children, Gloria and her two brothers Josiah and Emmanuel 

(aged 7 and 9), from impoverished locations in Africa.  Gloria was born in Ghana.  After the 

adoption medical testing showed that Gloria suffered from parasites, vitamin deficiency, and a 

bone marrow disorder.  Later she began to develop an eating disorder.  She would go days 

without food, and then binge.  Other times she would be caught eating from the garbage pail.  

These symptoms are not unusual for children who have suffered significant malnutrition. 

Matthew worked as an engineer for MWH Corporation, and agreed to transfer to Doha, Qatar, in 

the Persian Gulf, for a 2022 FIFA World Cup infrastructure project.  It was there that Gloria 

died.  The autopsy was totally inadequate and did not consider her preexisting conditions.  

Within two days the Huangs were charged with murder, human trafficking and organ harvesting 

and were jailed, and their sons were placed in an orphanage.  The prosecutor sought the death 
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penalty.  On March 27, 2014, they were sentenced to 3 years’ imprisonment, although the verdict 

on the actual charges was deferred for a later date.  Technically they were still innocent. 

How did this happen?  One of the toxic fruits of the twentieth century, the myth of adoption for 

organ harvesting, had been partly responsible.  The documents released by Soviet KGB Major 

Vasili Mitrokhin demonstrate that this myth was created by the KGB as part of an anti-Western 

disinformation effort (this KGB directorate was likely also responsible for the creation of the 

play The Deputy, which began the myth of the ‘silence‘ of Pope Pius XII during the Nazi 

genocides).  The first known account of Westerners supposedly adopting for the purpose of 

organ harvesting came in the late 1960’s from a Quito, Ecuador newspaper with known ties to 

the Castro government in Cuba.  It has since spread and become widely believed around the 

globe. 

Racism had also been at play.  The Qatari police report stated '…the adoption process consists of 

searching for children who are good-looking and well-behaved, and who have hereditary features 

that are similar to those of the parents. But the children connected to this incident are all from 

Africa...The deceased girl was black from Africa with a plump figure, while the parents have 

wheaten or white complexion. Those who adopt normally choose beautiful children...' 

But religion had also played a part.  Muhammed was an adoptive parent.  He had freed his slave 

Zayd ibn Harithah and adopted him as his son.  In ca. 632 Zayd married Zaynab bint Jahsh.  

Within a year Muhammed revealed that he had incurred divine displeasure when he adopted 

Zayd, and so from that day Islam no longer recognized any adoption as legal [cf. Quran 33:40].  

Zayd and Zaynab divorced and Muhammad married Zaynab; it was a marriage that would have 

been illegal had the adoption of Zayd not been invalidated.   

This event has had an immense impact on Islamic culture: at best Islam allows for a kind of legal 

guardianship for orphans.  This is fine when extended families have the motivation and resources 

to support their orphans.  It can lead to homelessness and even death for orphans in traditional 

settings who lack such connections.  So it was no surprise that when the Qatari prosecutor 

presented his case against the Huangs he said of adoption "Allah has banned it as it leads to 

assembling of foreigners with each other, which leads to extremely bad outcomes".   
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The Christian love and charity of the Huangs thus became proof of criminality.  They spent 11 

months in prison, where Matthew was sexually assaulted.  The U.S. government finally secured 

their release on November 6, 2013, but they remained under house arrest for over a year and 

were prohibited from leaving the country (their sons were allowed to go to California in 

September 2013 with Grace’s parents).  Both exhibited symptoms of clinical depression and 

post-traumatic stress disorder.  The prosecutor still demanded the death penalty. Matthew 

resigned from MWH when they insisted he continue to work while under house arrest.  An 

appellate court ordered their release on November 30, 2014 and granted them permission to 

leave the country, but they were stopped at the airport and their passports seized when the 

prosecutor appealed their release.  After more negotiations by the U.S. Embassy they finally left 

the country and arrived in Los Angeles on December 7, 2014. 

Grace and Matthew Huang need every prayer in the world, please remember them and their sons 

in your prayers. 
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  Dr. John Dayal 
 

Dr. John Dayal is a former war correspondent and professor of 

journalism.  He is also a long time defender of Christians in 

India - he has been arrested while defending the rights of 

Christian Dalits (‘those who are trampled upon’: untouchables) - and has sat on the government’s 

National Integration Council.  On December 25, 2014 he wrote an article for UCA News that 

outlined the major changes underway in his country since the May 2014 installation of the 

Bharatiya Janata Party [BJP] majority government under Prime Minister Narendra Damodardas 

Modi.  This analysis deserves careful consideration by anyone seeking to understand the current 

events and possible future of the world’s largest democracy; here are some excerpts: 

On December 18 [2014], India’s National Minorities Day, Rajeshwar Singh, the head of 

the Dharma Jagran Manch [Faith Awakening Forum] declared on national television 

news channels that his organization had set a 2021 deadline to cleanse India of 'alien 

Islam and Christianity'. Another group said Christians would not be allowed in 

Himalayan regions that are sacred to Hindus... 

This statement alone is staggering.  The Apostle Thomas brought Christianity to Kerala in the 

south of India in the First Century, likely aboard a Roman ship that returned with exotic animals 

destined for the gladiatorial games.  If Christianity is alien in India then it is alien across the 

entire planet. 

The Indian government has not indicated whether Singh is being prosecuted under India’s 

strict laws against religious discord. So far the laws have been largely used to target 

Christian pastors, and in recent months, Muslim youths venting their anger against the 

government on Facebook... 

Meanwhile, members of the Council of Ministers and spokesmen for the BJP, which 

controls many Indian state governments, have been vocal in support of the Sangh Parivar. 

The Parivar is a large and almost omnipresent family of Hindu militant organizations 
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created by the Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh [the RSS paramilitary organization] in the 

past two decades. The Dharma Jagran Manch, the Bajrang Dal [youth organization] and 

the powerful Vishwa Hindu Parishad are among the more prominent of its groups with 

aggressive cadres... 

RSS affiliated groups have launched a campaign to convert poor Christians and Muslims 

to Hinduism, a process they call Ghar Wapsi, or homecoming. They argue that every 

Indian is actually a Hindu, and Christians and Muslims are those who strayed, or were 

bought by missionaries... 

Protestant pastors are being beaten up, home churches raided almost as a matter of 

routine, with the police looking on, or actively participating. Santa Claus, of course, has 

been proscribed... 

The fact that the Sangh Parivar runs over 57,000 ideology-based schools for children in 

villages across several states, especially in areas populated by tribal and Dalit groups, 

makes available a cadre of youth and their parents ready to do their bidding... 

The federal minister for education, former TV actress Smriti Boman Irani, has ordered a 

revision of text books, particularly of history, to incorporate more ancient Indian 

traditions including references to Hindu sacred texts. Various important councils in the 

ministry are now chaired by luminaries wedded to the thesis that India is the fountainhead 

of all knowledge in the world. The BJP and the minister hold that Hindu sacred texts are 

a 5,000-year-old source of knowledge on such diverse subjects as plastic surgery, 

aviation, nuclear weaponry and genetic engineering... 

Muslims and Christians feel they are being strangled by a tightening noose, in the 

villages and small towns by Sangh cadres who have the police on their side, and 

nationally by the federal and state governments who seem to endorse the hate campaigns 

and the violence... 

All too many people in office and heading Sangh groups have said that the constitution is 

an inheritance from Britain that has no place in Hindu Rashtra, the Land of the Hindus. 

This is something that must worry not just Indian religious minorities, but the world. 
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Indeed, this should be a matter of concern for the entire world.  We have seen this pattern before, 

in fact many times.  We know from historical experience that supremacist mass movements such 

as these never end well. 

So does John Dayal, from personal experience.  Weeks earlier he had written another article 

which lauded his aunt and godmother, Sophie Joseph.  This Christian nurse shared a simple 

apartment in Delhi with her husband, a retired army officer.  On October 31, 1984, Prime 

Minister Indira Gandhi was assassinated by her Sikh guards, and within hours 3,500 Sikhs in 

Delhi alone lay dead, murdered at the hands of their neighbors.  Aunt Sophie went through her 

apartment building and pulled her Sikh neighbors into her residence and hid them.  When the 

mob came she stood in her door and refused to allow them in to search her rooms.  An entire 

family was saved by her actions. 

The events of 1984 were spontaneous and openly emotional.  The events of 2014 and after have 

been much more calculated and organized, and the emotions of pride are buried deep.  Pray that 

other emotions such as sympathy and empathy will come into play for the people of India, and 

that their hearts be converted so that they may love their neighbors, feel for them, be concerned 

for them.  Otherwise, the future looks very bleak, and the only real unknowns are to what level 

events will devolve and what measure of humanity will be lost. 
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Lida and Aaron Vashchenko 

When Lida Vashchenko adopted her son Aaron on April 23, 1975 

she took him into her arms and said all of the wonderful things that 

mothers say to their sons.  One phrase that passed her lips surprised 

her, though: “The whole world will find out about you”.  She asked 

herself, “Why did I say that?” 

This meditation is dedicated to that purpose.  It would be 

completely understandable if you, dear reader, were not able to 

finish reading this account, but please try. 

Lida Vashchenko was the eldest of 13 children in a family of 

Baptists in Chernogorsk, Russia led by her parents Peter and Augusta.  She had spent several 

years with two of her sisters in what amounted to a reform school after the state had taken them 

away in an attempt to convert them to atheism.  They failed and eventually allowed them to 

return home. In May 1968 the family made their second attempt to emigrate to the West: they 

attempted to enter the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, but were detained.  Lida was 17.  Her 

interrogator threatened her with a revolver; her response was simple: she stared back and said 

“Kill me”.  Both of her parents were sentenced to labor camps at the same time, a highly unusual 

punishment in the 1960’s, and Lida along with her grandparents became the head of the family 

for a few years. 

Seven years later her parents had both returned home.  Lida had taken a job at a maternity clinic.  

Across the street was the local abortion clinic.  Babies who had survived late-term abortions 

would be brought to the maternity clinic and left to die.  Lida often was given the task of 

disposing of the remains. 

On March 31, 1975 a baby who had survived an abortion was brought over.  Days went by and 

he did not die, despite neglect and medical experimentation (a doctor kept poking him with 

needles).  Lida named him Aaron.  After some days she decided to track down his biological 

mother and ask her permission to adopt Aaron.  She readily agreed.  Lida had all of the proper 

paperwork completed and became Aaron’s adoptive mother.  In retaliation for her attention to 
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Aaron, the maternity clinic refused to allow him to go home and continued to neglect him.  In the 

end Lida felt she had no choice but to bring Aaron home without an official release. 

Doctors came to the Vashchenko home to demand Aaron’s return.  Lida refused.  She resigned 

her position with the clinic and took Aaron to live at friends.  The police began surveillance on 

the Vashchenko home.  Aaron rallied and grew, the chemical burns from his abortion faded.  

Eventually, though, they had to return home. 

Their home was raided on July 17.  The police arrived with social workers and the biological 

mother. They called to Lida with appeals to surrender Aaron to his biological mother who so 

missed him.  The biological mother kept staring at the ground and spoke only when prompted by 

the social workers.  Lida and her sister Nadya barricaded themselves in the sturdy Siberian 

house, while her sister Vera stayed outside in an attempt to passively prevent the police from 

scaling the fence or forcing the gate.  Of course they eventually gained entry.  They ripped a 

window out of its frame, climbed in, and forced Lida to let go of Aaron by twisting her free arm 

until she nearly passed out.  The officer then carried the crying baby by one leg, as if he were a 

trussed bird bought from a meat grocer.  He handed him to his biological mother who then 

carried him the same way, and the raiders drove off. 

On August 24 the Vashchenko family traveled by train to pick wild berries for winter preserves.  

On the ride home that night they all felt as if some great force of fear and evil were pressing 

down on them, and they prayed until it passed.  They later found out that was the exact moment 

that Aaron died, reportedly ‘in surgery’, though he needed none when he was taken.  Lida was 

heartbroken when finally told the truth on September 18. 

Early on September 19 the Vashchenko family entered the local cemetery and without 

permission exhumed Aaron’s body.  They followed the tradition of all Russian Christians and 

held a prayer vigil all night over his casket; in a fitting coincidence somber music was heard 

from a Russian language Christian shortwave radio station in South Korea that night.  Aaron was 

buried in the family plot in the morning.  The authorities remonstrated but did not dare to execute 

their threats.  A family member (possibly Lida’s father Peter) later said of Aaron and his 

martyrdom: 
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His torments were undergone for God because he ended up in a family of believers 

and had it been a family of non-believers, then he would have lived and grown up. 

From this it follows that he bore his sufferings for God, although he was unconscious 

of this fact because he was still a baby. He will inherit eternal life among the first 

born. Those who abducted him do not believe in life beyond the grave, but their 

victory was in this life only.  The devil has suffered complete defeat. 

Aaron Vashchenko died because the Soviet state found it intolerable that a young Christian 

woman with an irregular education could love and nurture a child that it did not want.  We 

should remember Aaron and Lida whenever we are tempted to follow any scheme to save the 

world which lacks room for the Savior Himself.   
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Bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin 

Thaddeus Ma Daqin was ordained as bishop of Shanghai on July 7, 2012.  

Later that afternoon he disappeared, and has only been seen in public a few 

times since.  Aside from his consecration his story is actually a rather 

typical tale of the struggle between a person of conscience and the people 

who oversee the People’s Republic of China.  It is a tale not only of the 

desire to control and dominate but also a tale of mutual respect and even 

tolerance, limited and crippled though it may be. 

Up until his consecration Fr Ma was a 44 year old priest with dual status: 

he was both a priest recognized by the Vatican as in communion with the Latin-rite (Roman) 

Catholic Church, and he was a member of the Chinese Patriotic Catholic Association (CPCA), 

which is the government-sponsored and Vatican-unrecognized official ‘church’.  This is not an 

unusual circumstance in today’s China.  For years since the end of the Mao Zedong regime the 

official and  underground churches have coexisted as parallel entities, often with a great deal of 

overlap.  Back in the 1980s there was a bishop who was the official bishop of one diocese and 

the underground bishop of its neighbor.   In Shanghai the Vatican-approved Bishop Joseph Fan 

Zhongliang and the CPCA Bishop Aloysius Jin Luxian SJ have worked together for the benefit 

of the church; Jin was later given Vatican approval. 

The real problem with dual membership is the conflicting loyalty experienced by bishops.  A 

Latin-rite bishop may not consecrate another bishop without Vatican approval – in fact this is 

one of the few things for which automatic excommunication is incurred.  On the other hand the 

government uses the CPCA to press Catholics to be independent from the Vatican, and so it 

sometimes demands that CPCA bishops consecrate bishops who are not approved by the 

Vatican.  Some bishops have been excommunicated for surrendering to the CPCA’s demands.   

At least one CPCA bishop who was not in communion with Rome showed up at Ma’s 

consecration Mass.  Ma avoided the imposition of hands by these bishops.  Then at his first 

homily as bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin announced that he was resigning from the CPCA.  After 

Mass people thanked him for his stand; hours later he disappeared.  It soon became known that 
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he was being held under house arrest at the seminary located at the Shrine of Our Lady of 

Sheshan. 

Fr Thaddeus Ma Daqin had been a constant blogger on the internet, and by July 16 the 

government had allowed him to resume blogging on a limited basis, even allowing him to make 

oblique references to his personal situation.  That day he quoted poems written by one of the first 

Chinese Catholic priests, Fr. Wu Yushan SJ, aka Wu Li (1632-1718); the subject of these poems 

was loneliness.  Bishop Ma posted a tribute to his deceased parents following All Souls Day in 

November 2012: “If they were still alive today, I don’t know how nervous and worried they 

would be!” and added that while he was often ‘drinking tea’ - a euphemism for talking with the 

authorities - “my thoughts are free”.  Bishop Jin died at age 86 on April 27, 2013 and Bishop 

Ma lauded him in his posts.  He posted greetings to 14 priests and 4 seminarians, and parts of a 

play he had written on Paul Xu Guangqi, the intellectual giant who was among China’s first 

converts to Catholic Christianity. 

Not all internet postings went well.  On October 8, 2013 Bishop Ma posted a major analysis of 

the recent papal encyclical Lumen Fidei (The Light of Faith): "His mystery of faith - suffering, 

death and resurrection - invites us into His truth, eternal life and light. The witness of Apostle 

Thomas reminds each Christian to do reflections on our faith".  Chinese authorities removed it, 

but not before copies were made on servers outside of their reach. Then again, on December 6 

he successfully posted a eulogy for Nelson Mandela which included words of Mandela’s that 

seemed to apply to his own situation: "Freedom is indivisible; the chains on any one of my 

people were the chains on all of them, the chains on all of my people were the chains on 

me…Faith sometimes undergoes painful tests, but I will not give in to pessimism…Both the 

oppressors and the oppressed need liberation. The ones who take away others' freedom are 

prisoners of hatred. They are locked behind bars of prejudice and narrow-mindedness". 

Bishop Ma has also been seen in public.  He showed up at the October 24, 2013 wake of Shen 

Baoyi, his predecessor as editor-in-chief of Guangqi Press, the Catholic publishing house, said a 

few remarks, blessed his body, and quietly left. 
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Bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin’s internet access was suspended as of the last week of April 2016.  It 

was then reinstated so that he could issue an apology on June 12, 2016 for his resignation from 

the CPCA, but his authorship of the apology has not been completely confirmed. 

All of this could be cited as evidence that the Chinese political 

leadership has been evolving into a kind of benevolent 

despotism.  True perhaps, but one fact should not be forgotten: 

the only reason why Thaddeus Ma Daqin was consecrated a 

bishop in the first place was because his 49 year old predecessor, 

Bishop Joseph Xing Wenzhi, disappeared in December 2011, 

apparently for the crime of not wearing his episcopal regalia at a 

CPCA meeting in Beijing.  Bishop Xing had been approved by both the Vatican and the CPCA, 

but he has not been given the respect and consideration given Bishop Ma in his captivity: nothing 

is known about his health or whereabouts.  With the death of Bishop Fan on March 14, 2014 at 

age 95 the Catholic Christians of Shanghai have no bishop available to serve them. 

The Vatican has tried to negotiate an arrangement whereby it and the Chinese government can 

share responsibility for episcopal appointments, similar to the arrangement in Vietnam, but the 

government has refused.  The irony is that the government obviously does not care about 

exercising day-to-day control over Christians in China.  It would appear that the government 

does want to maintain the legal mechanisms of control for future use, which is ominous.  In the 

meantime Bishops Thaddeus Ma Daqin and Joseph Xing Wenzhi are captives of a government 

that instinctively responded to their challenges to its mechanisms with repression.  Please pray 

for the good health and freedom of these men of God. 

Postscripts: Bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin’s internet access has been suspended as of the last 

week of April 2016, and as of May 2019 he was still under house arrest but his internet access 

had been restored. 
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A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Priest 
Strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered, and I will turn my hand against the little 
ones. – Zechariah 13:7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Historical research sometimes finds accounts of people unknown to history which go beyond 

the basic facts, and illuminate a small portion of a Christian’s soul.  Here is one such story.  It 

is a thumbnail account of the life and death of a priest in Soviet Russia named Antoni 

Dziemieszkiewicz, and in it was a later testament to his life by a parishioner which gave a true 

measure of a man: 

In 1992, Adelia Ozharevskaia, a parishioner of Fr. Antoni, recalled: “Fr. Antoni 

attracted people with his kindness, intellect, artistic giftedness and eloquence. His 

homilies were interesting, simple and inspired; they awakened in one the very best 

sentiments. In addition to his concerns with the church, Fr. Antoni always visited the 

sick and the poor, helping them with whatever he could. In those difficult years of the 

1920s [when he would have been in his early 30’s], when the food situation was so dire, 

Fr. Antoni sought ways to help the poor: for example, being an artist, he made various 

 

The former Solovetsky Special Purpose Camp, now once again the Solovetsky Monastery 
Courtesy Alex Zadonsk 
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statuettes from clay and painted them (all this was done at the expense of his time for 

rest and sleep). Several parishioners would then take the statuettes and sell them, and 

the money thus earned would go to help the poor. He accepted a martyr’s death [shot 

dead on November 3, 1937 after being sentenced at Solovetsky Special Purpose 

Camp] – and why? Because he was a pure soul, because he was devoted to God, to the 

Church and the people! Blessed be his memory! We, like wandering sheep, were 

scattered all about and for a long time bore this heavy loss in our hearts” 

A meditation on this testament would include a vision of a man up at odd hours, sculpting and 

painting.  His artwork might have hidden Christian themes, since overt religious subjects might 

already be too dangerous.  He would have prayed as he worked, including simple prayers for 

the benefit of the ultimate owner.  Fasting would have been familiar to him, and so he 

intimately understood the suffering of the drawn faces he saw every day, which stayed in his 

mind into the night.  His thoughts must have also led to the ultimate concerns: how to hold it all 

together, how to encourage people’s faith to stay and grow in the face of a malignant 

opposition.  A final thought: we knew nothing of this man until now.  How many more must 

there be like him? 

 

                   
Courtesy NARFU.ru 
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Father Frans van der Lugt SJ 
 

        

The Syrian Civil War arguably began in the city of Homs, the nation’s third largest.  

Demonstrations against the government of President Bashar al-Assad started there on April 17, 

2011.  By May 6 government forces had begun a siege of the city, triggering an armed 

confrontation with rebel forces that would last for three years. 

A Latin-rite (Roman) Catholic priest by the name of Frans van der Lugt became a principal 

witness to this siege.  Fr. Frans was a Dutch national, a resident of Homs since 1966, a trained 

psychotherapist, and a member of the Society of Jesus.  He had ministered to the Christian 

population of the city, to people of all faiths with special needs, and worked to promote interfaith 

dialog.  As the siege progressed the government began to restrict food in an attempt to starve the 

rebels, causing terrible suffering to those who were unable to escape the crossfires.  In response 

Fr. Frans became an astute user of social media, using every available tool to tell the world what 

was happening to his friends, in the process describing how it was to live with nothing. 

Fr. Frans wrote via email on September 28, 2013 that he now lived with 3,000 people including 

100 Christians in a besieged area of 247 acres: “No food has entered our besieged region for 

more than 15 months. For months we were able to rely on local warehouses, but these are now 

empty. We are surviving on what little food remains in our homes, but we will be reduced to 

soon only find bulgur wheat, and then soon that will be gone, too. We thank God that each and 

every one of us still gets 1 kilogram (2.2 pounds) of flour a week, but we do not know how long 
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this supply will remain available...Disease has captured some of us and is knocking on the door 

of others”.  Yet he was able to write “there is an atmosphere of love, openness and interaction, 

and those of us who remain feel that we are one group”. 

Conditions continued to worsen. On January 27, 2014 Fr. Frans posted a video to YouTube in 

which he said “Christians and Muslims are going through a difficult and painful time and we are 

faced with many problems. The greatest of these is hunger. People have nothing to eat. There is 

nothing more painful than watching mothers searching for food for their children in the 

streets...There are so many people here that need operations and or specialist medical treatment 

but have to wait a long time, and are forced to go through immense suffering”. 

A week later, on February 2, 2014, Fr. Frans said in a Skype interview that hunger had begun 

"turning people insane...Some people are now suffering from mental illness; neurosis, panic 

attacks, psychotic and schizophrenic episodes and paranoia. I try to help the mentally ill, not by 

analyzing their problems, as the problems are obvious and there is no solution for them here. I 

listen to them and give as much food as I can…Infants are suffering the most. Nursing mothers 

can't feed their babies as they are too weak from hunger. We search everywhere for milk, and 

when we find it we mix it with water". 

After all this the end was still sudden and surprising.  On April 7, 2014 Fr. Frans was pulled from 

the Jesuit residence and into its garden by armed men believed to be from the al-Nusra Front, an 

al-Qaeda affiliate.  He was beaten and then murdered with two bullets in the head.  Until the 

trigger was pulled he had kept silent, apparently afraid that had he made any sound others might 

have come to his aid and shared his fate.  The refugees in the residence did not know what was 

happening until they heard the report of the rifle.  He was 75 years old. 

Thirty three days later the siege of Homs ended.  A UN brokered agreement between the Syrian 

government and the rebels went into effect.  The rebels left the city, and unhindered 

humanitarian aid then arrived.  It is possible that the internet advocacy and internationally 

notorious death of Fr. Frans may have played a part in the ending of the siege.  
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Just days before his assassination Fr. Frans posted a message on Facebook that deserves to be 

widely shared.  It described how it is to live with nothing, and yet with everything: 

Our faith helps us a lot to overcome this critical situation, provides us with hope and 

patience...Starving is threatening our lives, we miss the basic elements to survive, food 

and elementary needs...But somehow we are surviving, and push life forward. Moreover, 

we experience the goodness of people who are in need. They find some lentils and bulgur 

[all they can eat after two years] in front of their doors. Now, when we are poor and in 

need, we rediscover the goodness of human beings, when we receive from our brothers 

and sisters. We see evil is trying to find his way among us, but it can't turn us blind 

before the goodness...We are preparing ourselves to Easter, reflecting on crossing from 

death to resurrection. We feel like we are in the valley of the shadows, but we can see 

that light far away, leading us to life again. 
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Julie Aftab 

Before 17 year old Julie Aftab left Pakistan for medical 

treatment in the United States, her nondenominational 

bishop said to her "If you forgive them your wound will 

heal without any medication. You can heal from the 

inside out". 

More than a year earlier, Julie had taken a new job as a 

telephone operator in a call center in Faisalabad.  As the 

eldest of seven children she had been working since age 

13, when her father, a bus driver, had broken his back.  Two weeks into her new job, on June 15, 

2002, a customer started an ugly confrontation after he saw the silver cross hanging from her 

neck.  The cross was a gift from her grandfather. 

“Are you a Christian?” “Yes I am,” Julie replied, only to be asked twice more. 

“You are living in the gutter. You are going to hell.  You are living in darkness”. 

 “I am living in the light” Julie replied. 

“So, you think Islam is in darkness?” he almost shouted.  

“No, you said that, not me”.  This was a frightening turn.  Julie’s defense of her faith had been 

twisted against her.  The customer was setting her up for blasphemy charges, which carried the 

death penalty. 

The man left.  Within forty minutes he returned.  He carried a turquoise bottle.  She tried to block 

the thrown acid with her arms but the stream caught her in the face.  Screaming, she ran from the 

office.  At the door a second man grabbed her by the hair and pulled her head back.  Together 

they poured the acid down her throat. 

  

Photo by Melissa Philip – Houston 
Chronicle 
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Julie ran into the street.  Teeth fell from her mouth onto the ground.  A woman removed her 

hajib and used it to grab Julie; she pulled her to her nearby home where she rinsed the acid away 

with water.  Others detained the two attackers until police arrived.  What followed could be seen 

as an indictment of an entire culture. 

The police demanded to know from the attackers why they had done such an evil thing.  They 

replied that Julie had insulted Islam and had said that Muslims were living in darkness and would 

go to hell.  The police immediately released the perpetrators.  The neighbors who had helped her 

now turned against her.  When she was taken to the hospital they all followed her, told the 

hospital staff about her ‘crime’, and threatened to burn down the hospital if they treated her.  The 

hospital staff refused treatment.  Her parents arrived.  Their pleas for treatment were spurned.  

They took her to another hospital.  The attackers followed them and repeated their allegations 

and threats.  The second hospital refused to treat her.  Her parents finally found a hospital that 

agreed to treat her, but they were told that Julie would most likely die. 

Two-thirds of Julie’s esophagus was burned.  She had lost her right ear and eye, and her left eye 

was blind and lidless.  Her right cheek was gone, her facial bones and remaining teeth were 

exposed.  Both arms were damaged and immobile.  And of course the spiritual crisis inevitably 

happened: "God, why did you do this to me? Why did you put me through this?"  But with care 

she slowly began to recover.  By early October she had regained her voice and the sight in her 

left eye.  However, the persecution continued. Before she was released from the hospital (after 

almost a year), photos of her disfigured face were distributed as an incitement, she was 

threatened with a lynching, and her family’s home was destroyed by arson.  After her release she 

was shot at on two occasions, with a bullet once passing through her hair.  
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Julie’s bishop was able to arrange for her to travel to Houston, Texas for reconstructive surgery; 

it was at this time that he pleaded with her to forgive.  A retired Christian couple, Lee and Gloria 

Ervin, took Julie into their home, taught her English and to read and write, and sat with her when 

she woke screaming from her nightmares.  Local churches of all denominations worked to 

further her education and to secure her legal asylum in the United States.  By 2012 she had 

endured 31 surgeries - all performed gratis by her doctors, had begun study for an accounting 

degree at a local college on a full scholarship, and had become a naturalized U.S. citizen.  By 

2014 she had married a childhood friend, but life has still been difficult: reportedly she has 

survived two automobile wrecks and a bout with cancer. 

Despite everything, Julie’s gratitude and faith have 

become unbounded.  She said "Maybe those doctors 

don't know what they did. Maybe they think they just 

did their jobs.  But for me, they gave me a life".  She has 

said that she would like to become a pastor and help 

persecuted girls in Pakistan, adding "Those people, they 

think they did a bad thing to me, but they brought me 

closer to God" and called her scars "my jewel, my gift 

from God". 

Crucifixion can come in many forms, not only with wood and nails.  We know, however, that it 

is followed by resurrection, and the words “I am living in the light” are made true once again, in 

this world - God willing - and in the next. 

 

 
  

 

Fox 26 News 
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Bishops Boulos al-Yazigi and Yuhanna Ibrahim 
 

Ecumenism is defined as "Movement 

toward unity or cooperation among the 

Christian churches".  If this is true then 

the Syrian Civil War has become a great 

school of ecumenism. 

On April 22, 2013, Bishops Boulos al-

Yazigi and Yuhanna Ibrahim were 

abducted by anti-government insurgents 

near the city of Aleppo.  Their story is an ecumenical act of Christian love.   
Syria has hosted a number of Christian churches that descended from the Church of Antioch, 

which was founded by Sts. Peter and Paul.  There are three Eastern Catholic (non-Latin) rite 

churches: the Maronite, the Melkite, and the Syriac Catholic churches.  There is the Greek 

Orthodox Church of Antioch, which is a member of the Eastern Orthodox communion.  And 

there is the Syriac Orthodox Church of Antioch, which is a member of the Oriental Orthodox 

communion.  While the Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, and many Protestant churches follow the 

Nicene Creed’s definition “true God and true man” of Jesus’ nature, the Oriental Orthodox 

follow a different vision that might be defined as “true God-man” [although they will say the 

Nicene formula].  These churches have historically and jealously defended themselves against 

each other. 

There are also Christian churches present in Syria that have descended from other ancient sees.  

There are Latin-rite Catholics and Protestants descended from the Church of Rome founded by 

St. Peter, and Assyrians and Chaldean Catholics descended from the Church of Babylon, also 

founded by St. Peter (and the first of the three he founded).  Finally there are Armenians of both 

Catholic and Oriental Orthodox churches; ancient Armenia bordered Syria and was the first 

nation to convert to Christianity.   

  

 

Boulos al-Yazigi (left) and Yuhanna Ibrahim 
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Bishop Yuhanna Ibrahim has been a member of the Syriac Orthodox Church of Antioch, making 

him an Oriental Orthodox bishop.  He was in the city of Aleppo and had been working in early 

April 2013 on the hostage negotiations for the freedom of two abducted priests Fr. Michel 

Kayyal (a 27 year old Armenian-rite Catholic abducted from a bus on February 9, 2013) and Fr. 

Isaac Moawad (a Greek Eastern Orthodox).  He had paid ransom 

money to a negotiator but the  two priests were not delivered at a 

meeting on April 19.  The next meeting was scheduled for April 22.  

At the last minute his friend Bishop Boulos al-Yazigi asked to come 

along.  Bishop al-Yazigi belonged to the Greek Orthodox Church of 

Antioch, making him an Eastern Orthodox bishop.  He had been 

away from Syria for several weeks because he had been spending time with his brother John, 

who had just been elected Patriarch of Antioch for his church, and had just returned to Aleppo 

the previous day. 

They rode in a car driven by Deacon Fathallah Kabud and accompanied by Fouad Eliya, a 

layman.  After passing through a rebel Free Syrian Army checkpoint the car was stopped by 

eight armed men who did not speak Arabic.  Fouad later said he thought the men looked 

Caucasian and spoke Chechen.  Deacon Fathallah was pulled from the car and taken away; he 

was later found among the small factories near the abduction point, shot dead.  Fouad and the 

bishops protested the abductions, but the Chechens drove off with them.  They passed through 

another FSA checkpoint, where the Chechens displayed grenades and threatened to detonate 

them if they were not allowed to pass.  After driving through Fouad was thrown from the car and 

the Chechens drove off with the bishops.  They were never seen again.  There have been reports 

one or both are still alive, while others report they were both killed by the end of May 2013.    

  

 

Fr. Michel Kayyal 
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In a footnote to these events, the Latin-rite [Roman] Catholic Jesuit Fr. Paolo Dall'Oglio made a 

perhaps quixotic attempt to negotiate the release of the two bishops.  

Using his extensive ties with the Syrian rebels, he entered the town 

of Raqqa on July 29, 2013 to meet with a new rebel group 

reportedly associated with their abductors.  He too was never seen 

again.  Again, there have been reports that he is still alive, but 

others report that he was killed two hours after meeting with this 

group.  This group has been renamed as it has grown and is now known as the Islamic State.  

 How far should any person go to save another?  Just what did Jesus mean, for us today, when He 

prayed that we His followers be one?  Here two bishops from two ancient and differing traditions 

became friends and worked together to save lives in their own and in other churches, only to 

disappear and perhaps die together.  A priest from a third church then followed them and shared 

their fate.  Perhaps.  There have been no reports of the whereabouts of the first two abducted 

priests either.  We may never know this side of heaven what really happened to these five men, 

but we can be sure that one day we will meet them, hear their testimony, and rejoice together - 

together - in their faithfulness and love.  

  

 

Fr. Paolo Dall’Oglio SJ 
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The Wormwood Star 
Do horses run on rocks? Does one plough the sea with oxen? But you have turned justice 
into poison and the fruit of righteousness into wormwood – Amos 6:12 

A “hyper-selfish cat” listened to the confession of an old man. He remembered his past as “a 

train of rooms” and expressed “certainty I have experienced miraculous narrow escapes for 

which I vowed to God my gratitude”. 

So began The Wormwood Star, a poem by Czeslaw Milosz. 

The finale of The Wormwood Star has been used in some Christian literature as a malevolent 

hint of the anti-Christian delusion of total control, due to its use of the language of totalitarianism 

and its invocation of the greatest of the Roman persecutors. So the reader might know something 

of it, but what does the full poem say, and who was Czeslaw Milosz? 

It turns out that Czeslaw Milosz was an interesting man indeed. He is 

probably the only person to be awarded a Nobel Prize (in Literature) and 

to be declared Righteous Among the Nations for having rescued Jews 

during the Second World War. Originally repelled by the anti-Semitism of 

prewar Polish right-wing politics and attracted to atheism as a youth, he 

defected from the postwar Polish Communist government while acting as 

a diplomat in Paris. His book The Captive Mind became a staple of anti-

totalitarian literature; in it he wrote a comment that is a clear reinforcement of the wisdom of the-

salt-of-the-earth view of Jesus: “My own decision [to defect] proceeded, not from the 

functioning of the reasoning mind, but from the stomach” – the intellect can rationalize anything, 

but the moral sense can take only so much before it revolts. He later returned to the Church and 

died a Christian. His writings should be more widely known, and this meditation is meant in 

part to encourage anyone so interested to seek them out. 
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The Wormwood Star retraced the life of a man in the Twentieth Century: 

When Thomas brought news that the 

house I was born in no longer exists, 

Neither the lane nor the park sloping to 

the river, nothing, 

I had a dream of return. Multicolored. 

Joyous. I was able to fly. 

And the trees were even higher than in 

childhood, because they had been 

growing during all the years since they had been cut down. 

His first memories were that of a First World War army field hospital near his home, from which 

come “screams” and “blasphemies”. At some point – which is not clear, but certainly when he 

was young – he became aware of the Powers that cared nothing for human suffering. He then 

was an older child in a patriotic youth group, being served cocoa, then a young adult with a 

stronger drink. He began to lose faith, as other young people around him did, perhaps because 

they did. But he also came to see the harm done by those who abandon faith: 

Northern sunset, beyond the lake a song of harvesters. 

They move about, tiny, binding the last sheaves. 

Who has the right to imagine how they return to the village, 

And sit down by the fire and cook and cut their bread? 

Or how their fathers lived in huts without chimneys, 

When every roof would smoke as if on fire?… 

And who has the right to guess how the sun will set in the future 

Over a prison train or the sleep of rigs on building sites, 

To make himself a god who looks through their windows 

And shakes his head and walks off full of pity because he knows so much? 
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At the end the free verse was abandoned, and the anti-Christian delusion was imposed with a 

regimented meter that had all of the force of the roll of militaristic snare drums: 

In a night train…a young man, my ancient self, incomprehensi- 

bly identical with me…wakes up, rubs his eyes, and above 

the tossed-back scarecrows of the pines he sees a dark blue 

expanse in which, low on the horizon, one blood-red star is 

glowing. 

 

                The Wormwood Star 

 

Under the Wormwood star bitter rivers flowed. 

Man in the fields gathered bitter bread. 

No sign of the divine care shone in the heavens. 

The century wanted homage from the dead. 

 

They traced their origin to the dinosaur 

And took their deftness from the lemur’s paw. 

Above the cities of their thinking lichen, 

Flights of pterodactyls proclaimed the law. 

 

They tied the hands of man with barbed wire. 

And dug shallow graves at the edge of the wood. 

There would be no truth in his last testament. 

They wanted him anonymous for good. 

 

The planetary empire was at hand. 

They said what was speech and what was listening. 

The ash had hardly cooled after the great fire 

When Diocletian’s Rome again stood glistening. 
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